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Foreword

Since the Health Boards Executive (HeBE) was first established in 2002 it has adopted a 

management by projects approach to delivering on the modernisation and reform

programme of work set out in the National Health Strategy: Quality and Fairness – A
Health System for You.

The management by projects approach has been customised to the health delivery system,

and captures the HeBE ‘Way of Working’. This approach is set out in this Guide and is 

based on the Project Management Body of Knowledge - an accredited project

management standard. 

It aims to increase project management competence and foster sustained success of 

projects by providing a structured, accessible and user friendly approach for health 

services personnel new or unfamiliar to some of the key areas of project management.

The Health Boards Executive is keen to promote a knowledge based approach to 

delivering its work agenda. As such, it endeavours to capture learning and integrate it into 

the tools and techniques that support programme and project delivery. 

This work has produced to date: 

This Guide,

An accredited training programme,

A set of supporting tools and templates, and, 

A range of support services to the health sector. 

A key component of this work is the collaborative partnership, which has been 

established with The Centre for Project Management, University of Limerick.

I would like to also acknowledge the role of the Institution of Engineers, Ireland in 

enabling and supporting this partnership. 

Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the people who have 

contributed vast knowledge and experience in the development of the first national health 

sector management by projects approach. 

Denis Doherty, 

Director

The Health Boards Executive 
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Using the Guide

1. Using the Project Methodology Guide 

The Introduction & Framework section sets out the rationale for a management by 

projects approach within health services and the supporting function served by the Project 

Methodology Guide. It elaborates on how the Guide has been developed.

It additionally sets out the project management life cycle framework, the supporting  

processes of initiating, planning, executing, controlling and close out and the nine 

knowledge areas and their inter-relationship. 

Section 2 through to 10 examines the specific process groups and knowledge areas in 

enabling the delivery of project success. Each section: 

Identifies a knowledge area and provides an overview of the specific knowledge 

area.

Provides the theoretical framework relating to the knowledge area. 

Sets out procedures that support best practice as it relates to HeBE 

Programmes/Projects. 

Specifies tools and techniques applicable to the range of Programmes/Projects 

that are undertaken by HeBE. 

These sections can be read singly or as an integral element of the whole Project 

Methodology Guide. They are structured for practical application with: 

A Contents Page at the front of each section, 

A navigation bar at the top to of each page, as follows,

Overview Theory Procedure Tools/Techniques  

   

Introduces the section and its purpose.

Overview Theory Procedure Tools/Techniques  

Gives the background theory to the topic. 

Overview Theory Procedure Tools/Techniques  

Outlines the procedure to be followed, 
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Overview Theory Procedure Tools/Techniques

Provides examples of tools and techniques available.

A set of icons to support the reader: 

important information.

-

a useful idea. 

a tool /technique. 

The Project Methodology Guide is supported by a set of customised templates, which are 

contained on the CD and maybe downloaded and completed by the user. 
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1. Introduction 

The Health Boards Executive (HeBE) Project Methodology Guide aims to provide a 

structured, accessible, user-friendly approach for health personnel new or unfamiliar

to some of the key areas of project management.

The objective of the HeBE Project Methodology Guide is to ensure that HeBE 

projects are conducted in a disciplined, coherent, and consistent manner.  The ultimate

goal of this methodology is to promote the delivery of quality products that result in 

projects which are completed on time and within budget.

2. Project Methodologies

A methodology is a set of standards and procedures to follow for a given action; 

enabling improved communications and consistency; increased understanding and 

accountability.

The Project Management Body of Knowledge is a basic methodology approach that 

has been developed by the Project Management Institute in Pennsylvania, USA. It is a 

collection of the knowledge gained in managing projects world-wide over the last 

fifty years. Its purpose is to describe and define best practices that are applicable to 

most projects most of the time.

The HeBE Project Methodology Guide is based on the Project 

Management Body of Knowledge – PMBOK. 

The goal in developing the HeBE Project Methodology Guide is to increase project 

management competence and foster sustained success of projects, carried out by 

HeBE. The HeBE Project Methodology Guide has one clear purpose - to add value to 

the business of HeBE. 

It maybe described as a living entity in that it adopts a continuous quality 

improvement approach. It has been and is informed by: 

The collaborative work of HeBE,

The learning derived from HeBE programmes and projects. 

The experience of Programme, Project Managers and their teams,

Feedback and commentary from Project Management

Professionals/Organisations, and

Feedback from the wider health community. 

The collaborative relationship more recently established with the Centre for Project 

Management, University of Limerick has been a key component in progressively 

elaborating and refining the Guide to its current state which has been enabled and 
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supported by the Institute of Engineers, Ireland. It has resulted in endorsement of the 

completed content by the Centre for Project Management and the Institute of 

Engineers, Ireland and validates the professional standard of the work. The manual is 

supported by a training programme registered and certified by the Project 

Management Institute, Ireland (PMI). 

2.1 Benefits of the HeBE Project Methodology Guide 

Individual projects are all unique, and because projects can vary widely, a systematic

approach to managing them is necessary. The HeBE Project Methodology Guide:

Provides a common, consistent discipline for how projects are planned and 

executed in HeBE. 

Enables the achievement of HeBE strategic goals and objectives by outlining 

how projects should be conducted. 

Provides the Board of HeBE with the basis for effective project portfolio 

management through the collection of relevant information regarding projects 

and their performance.

Supports collaboration by providing a clear view of how HeBE projects are 

delivered.

Has identified the tools, developed the templates and techniques necessary to 

conduct projects to HeBE standards. 

Has established the governance arrangements which clearly set out the roles 

and responsibilities of the key stakeholders. 

Enables the establishment of project teams that contain personnel with the

required level of knowledge and expertise, that combined, provide the right 

skill mix, cultural intelligence and sensitivity to the environment. This enables

improved knowledge sharing and decision making.

Allows more accurate predictions of project resources/costs, potential risks

and schedules. 

Specifies procedures for preparing a project plan thus enabling better control 

of the project through its lifecycle. 

Adopts a standard project terminology providing for improved communications:

Within HeBE - both horizontally and vertically;

Within projects;

Across organisations; and 

Overtime.
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2.2    The HeBE ‘Way of Working’ - A Management by Projects Approach 

HeBE has selected a Management by Projects approach as its ‘Way of Working’. This 

approach, derived from classical project management has been customised to the 

health service delivery context. It provides the discipline for a structured and 

systematic approach by applying principles, concepts, tools and techniques to the 

project work of HeBE. Its value is that it addresses the full range of activity from the 

beginning to the end of a project and addresses the management of multiple projects

within programmes of work. The approach is designed to enhance the performance

and effectiveness of project work which results in increased likelihood of project 

success.

This way of working is encapsulated in the HeBE Project Methodology Guide and is 

sustained through a range of supports which includes - training, coaching, induction, 

aligned business systems and not least the leadership of the HeBE Board.

3. The Rationale for a Project Management Approach 

Since the mid 1990s three major factors have accounted for an increasing reliance by 

organisations worldwide on a project management approach within organisations. 

These factors include:

Tasks that organisations are facing have become more complex and demand

more sophisticated and flexible organisational approaches. 

The size and scope of projects are such that project management processes are 

necessitated.

The accelerated rate of external change and the need to have a structured 

approach to managing rapid change. 

In the context of the Irish health system these factors mirror the world wide 

organisational experience and include: 

The multifaceted and increasingly complex nature of health and personal social

services.

The range and scale of change and reform - reflected in the rationale supporting 

the establishment of HeBE and evidenced in the range and scale of HeBE 

programmes and projects completed, underway and planned. 

The increasing pace of change in health culminating in the announcement in 

2003 by the government of the most significant and major structural and 

organisational reform of health services in Ireland, which is now underway. The 

work of the Health Boards Executive is directed at supporting the reform

programme through the management by projects approach. 
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4. Project Management

4.1 What is Project Management? 

The management of projects is a process by which beneficial change is defined and 

implemented within a specific timeframe, using a limited set of resources, and to an 

agreed quality standard.

Project management involves: 

Planning – setting out the desired goals and how to achieve them.

Organising – establishing the project team.

Directing – guiding the project team in undertaking the tasks/activities contained 

within the plan. 

Controlling – regulating the actions of the project team to ensure that the results

are the desired results. 

In essence, project management is an approach and a set of techniques based on 

accepted principles of management used for planning, estimating, and controlling

work activities in order to reach a desired end result of delivering on time, within 

budget and according to the agreed quality standards.

It is the application of knowledge, skills, tools and techniques to project activities in 

order to meet or exceed stakeholder needs and expectations for a project that are the 

core principles behind project management.

4.2 What is a Programme?

A Programme in the context of HeBE can be either: 

A grouping of related projects having a common strategic goal, managed

in a co-ordinated way to obtain benefits not available from managing

them individually. 

A large scale, complex project with many interrelated and 

interdependent components typically occurring over a long time frame

and too big to manage as a single entity. 

Programmes deliver more to an organisation than just the sum of the component

projects, outputs or deliverables; for example, it may bring about a change in 

organisational culture. Programme management consists of breaking the “whole” 

down into manageable projects and then coordinating their management and delivery.
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4.3 What is a Project?

A Project can be defined as having the following characteristics: 

Unique - a one time set of events. 

Finite - has a beginning and end date. 

Has a set of clear aims and objectives. 

Involves several clearly identified stages of work

Has limited resources and budget. 

Ultimately delivers on specific outcomes.

The definition of a project according to PMBOK is: 

“A temporary endeavour undertaken to create a unique product or 

service”

4.4 Project Success

Research indicates that some key requirements for a projects success are: 

The need for support of top management.A clear project purpose and project 

goal.A clearly developed project plan which details time, cost and resources. 

Identification and management of stakeholders. 

A project team consisting of the correct skill mix for the project. 

Effective communications planning and supporting delivery.

4.4.1  Measures of Success 

A successful HeBE project may be defined as the achievement of all of the following: 

The project objectives. 

Satisfying the need for which the project was undertaken. 

Delivered within budget. 

Delivered on time.

Achievement of the agreed quality standard. 

Learning derived and lessons learnt communicated.
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5.  Project Life Cycle, Processes and Knowledge Areas 

5.1  Project Life Cycle 

Projects are broken down into several phases (discrete but interconnected elements) to 

improve the management of risk and uncertainty over the life of the project. These

phases are collectively known as the project life cycle. The project life cycle serves to

define the beginning and end of a project. The phases of a project life cycle varies – 

some may have nine or more but most have four or five. Project lifecycles share a

number of common characteristics. These include: 

Cost and staffing levels are low at the start, higher towards the end and drop 

rapidly as the project draws to a conclusion 

The probability of successfully completing the project is lowest, and hence risk 

and uncertainty are highest, at the start of the project

The ability of stakeholders to influence the final characteristics of the project

product and the final cost of the project is highest at the start and gets 

progressively lower as the project continues. 

HeBE has adopted a four phase life cycle approach: Conception, Definition,

Implementation and Close Out, as displayed in the diagram below. 

Project Life Cycle

Close - Out DefinitionConception Implementation

Output

Project Proposal
Output

Project Plan 
Output

Product

e.g. Report 

Output

Final Product

e.g. Final

Report

InputInput Output Output InputOutput
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Each phase of the project life cycle is marked by the completion of a tangible, 

verifiable result, known as a deliverable. The deliverables/outputs as well as project

performance from each phase is reviewed to: 

Determine if the project should proceed to the next phase, and

Detect and correct any errors cost effectively.

Where significant strategic issues or other implications are identified, they are 

referred to the HeBE Board for decision. Before moving to the next phase a go/no go 

decision (sign off) to proceed is taken. 

The Flowchart below set out the project phases and a snapshot of the work contained 

within each of these phases. 
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5.2  Project Processes 

In addition to the life cycle there are five key project management processes that 

enable effective delivery of the project phases within the context of the life cycle.

The model below shows how these processes inter-relate with each other throughout 

the project and represents best practice for managing projects. 

Closing

Processes

Executing

Processes

Controlling

Processes

Planning

Processes

Initiating

Processes

These processes are linked by the results they produce, the results of one process 

serving as the input to the next process. The processes of planning, executing and 

controlling is iterative, e.g. the planning process provides the execution process with 

the project plan and continually provides updates to the project plan as the project is 

executed.

5.3 Knowledge Areas

In addition to the process groups and the project life cycle, project management

practices are grouped into nine knowledge areas which are integrated into both the 

project life cycle and the five key processes. 
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The nine knowledge areas are: 

Project Scope Management

Project Time Management

Project Cost Management

Project Quality Management

Project Human Resource Management

Project Communications Management

Project Risk Management

Project Procurement Management

Project Integration Management

9 Knowledge Areas 

Facilitating Functions

Tools & 
Techniques

Time Mgt. Cost Mgt. Scope Mgt. Quality Mgt

Stakeholders

needs & 

expectations

Procure.

Mgt.Risk Mgt. Comm. Mgt.HR Mgt. 

Project Management Integration
Project

Success
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5.4 Processes mapped against Knowledge Areas 

The diagram below integrates the five project management processes of initiating, 

planning, executing, controlling and closing and the nine management knowledge 

areas as they apply to HeBE. It indicates generally where the project management

processes fit into the project management process groups and the nine knowledge 

areas.

Process

Groups

Knowledge Areas 

Initiate Plan Execute Control Close

Scope Scope Initiation Scope Definition 

Scope Planning 

Scope Verification

Scope Change Control

Cost Resource Planning

Estimating

Budgeting

Cost Control

Risk Risk Identification

Risk Analysis

Risk Response Planning 

Risk Monitoring and 

Control

Time Activity Definition

Activity Sequencing 

Activity Duration Estimating

Schedule Development

Schedule Control

Communications Stakeholder Identification

Stakeholder Assessment

 Comm. Planning 

Information

Distribution

Performance Reporting Administrative

Closure

Integration Project Plan Development Project Plan 

Execution

Integrated Change 

Control

Procurement / 

Contracts

Budgeting

Tender Design 

Tendering

Evaluation

Purchase Approval

Contract Management Contract Closure

HR / Staffing Staff Acquisition

 Org. Planning 

Team Development

Quality Quality Planning Quality Assurance Quality Control
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1. Overview

1.1 Introduction 

Project scope management deals with what the project must produce and the work 

associated with producing the required project result. 

Project scope management ensures that all of the work required and 

only the work required is undertaken to complete the project

successfully.

Managing project scope enables: 

Clear identification of the work to be completed to ensure the

project meets its objectives.

Identification of the work (explicitly or otherwise) that is not 

included in the project. 

The basis for all other project management processes e.g. cost 

management, time management, risk management etc.

Scope is a description of project outputs or deliverables. 

1.2 Product Scope and Project Scope 

It is important to differentiate between project and product scope.

Product scope is defined as: 

‘the features and functions that characterise a product or services’.

Project scope identifies:

‘the work that must be undertaken in order to deliver a product with the specified 

features and functions’. 

Product and project scope management must be well integrated to ensure that the 

work of the project will result in the delivery of the specified product.
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2. Theory 

2.1 The Process of Scope Management 

The diagram below shows the main steps of the scope management processes, 

which are detailed in the following sections.

Scope Initiation 

Scope Planning/Definition

Scope Change Control

Scope Verification

Obtaining formal acceptance of the

project scope from the stakeholders by

reviewing the work results. 

Manages the changes that occur through 

the project.

The scope statement of the project

proposal is developed.  The major project 

deliverables are clearly identified and

subdivided into smaller more manageable

components.

Formal authorisation of a new project or

authorisation to move to the next phase 

of an existing project.

Scope management is a continuous process commencing at the initiation

phase. It is elaborated during the definition phase, monitored and 

controlled during the implementation phase and verified during the 

closeout phase.
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2.2 Scope Initiation

2.2.1 Scope Initiation Overview

Scope initiation is the process of formally authorising a new project or 

confirmation that an existing project should continue to its next phase.

Authorisation of a project occurs in the conception phase of the project. 

Scope initiation is a function of the HeBE Board. 

The idea for a HeBE project can come from anywhere in the health system and 

should fit with the strategic objectives of HeBE.  Project ideas may address the 

following:

A specific issue or problem that needs resolution.

An opportunity which can be exploited. 

Something that needs to be tested or developed. 

An existing system, process, and/or area of work that requires 

review.

2.2.2 Inputs to Scope Initiation 

Product Description 

The product description documents the characteristics of the product or service 

that the project was undertaken to create. It becomes more detailed as the project 

moves through the project phases.

The product description also documents the relationship between the product or 

service being created and the project idea, giving rise to the project.

Strategic Objectives

All projects should be supportive of HeBE’s strategic objectives.  The HeBE 

Board assesses potential new projects applying the following criteria supportive of 

its strategic objectives. 

Does the project contribute to service improvement and 

modernisation?

Does it add value to the work of its member organisations?

Does it provide value for money?

Is it in keeping with the principles of the National Health Strategy

– people-centeredness, quality, equity and accountability?

Does it have national application?

Is there an appropriate budget?

Is it achievable?
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Is it aligned with Health Service Executive (HSE) programme 

objectives?

Is there the capacity to accomplish the project? 

Is there a legislative imperative?

Historical Information

Historical information relates to both previous projects and also to the results of 

previous phases, if the initiation involves approval for the next phase.

2.2.3 Scope Initiation Methods 

Project Selection Methods 

The HeBE Board may appoint a scoping team with the appropriate expertise who 

will research the feasibility of the project.   The scoping team may use some of the 

following tools while conducting their research.

Political, Economical, Social and Technological analysis (PEST)

– a PEST analysis overseas the macro environment of the project.

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats analysis 

(SWOT). – a SWOT analysis is an assessment of the project

concept.

Alternatives Identification – this involves determining if there are

more effective means of achieving the desired outcome.  The 

output of the PEST and SWOT analysis is of assistance.

Documentation Review – a structured review of all available 

documentation such as internal project documentation, feasibility 

studies, research publications etc.

Cost/Benefit Analysis – estimating tangible and intangible costs

and benefits of various project alternatives.  Financial measures,

such as return on investment or payback period are used to assess 

the relative viability of the identified alternatives.

Expert Judgement -  involves tapping into expert knowledge that is 

available to assist in the initiation process.  Expert judgement

maybe available both internally and externally.
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Project Proposal Documentation 

Arising from the submission of the completed project proposal - prepared by 

HeBE Board nominees in collaboration with key stakeholders - to the HeBE 

Board, authorisation of the project ensues. It includes identification of a Project

Manager or authorisation of their recruitment. It further includes identification,

and/or confirmation of project team skill mix and composition. A Lead 

CEO/Project Chairperson is assigned to the project.

The project proposal is the main output from the scope initiation process and is 

the document that enables formally authorisation of the project.  The project 

proposal is the basis for how the project will be managed throughout the project 

life cycle. 

Once the project proposal is approved by the HeBE Board it serves as 

the Charter for the project.

The project proposal is a fundamental communications tool within the project 

environment providing an overview of what the project is about, why it is being 

conducted, who is involved and in what capacity, and the general approach, 

timeline and budget that exists for the project. It is a tool to obtain commitment

from all affected groups and individuals within a specific project. 
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2.3 Scope Planning /Definition

2.3.1     Scope Planning Overview

Scope planning is the process of developing a written scope statement that 

provides:

A documented basis for making future project decisions, and

Is used to develop a common understanding of the project scope 

among the stakeholders. 

The scope statement includes: 

The project justification.

A brief summary of the product description. 

The project deliverables. 

The project objectives. 

Assumptions and Constraints. 

In HeBE the scope statement is incorporated in the project proposal document.

The scope statement is monitored through the remaining project phases.

Scope creep refers to any unauthorised change to the scope of the 

project.

2.3.2 Scope Definition Overview

Scope definition involves subdividing the major project deliverables into smaller

more manageable components using a technique known as decomposition which 

results in the work breakdown structure. It enables:

Improved accuracy of cost, duration and resource estimates.

The establishment of a baseline for performance measurement and 

control.

Clear responsibility assignments.

The identification of risk. 

The integration of all project work. 

The identification of scope creep if it occurs. 

Proper scope definition is critical to project success.
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2.3.3 Decomposition 

Decomposition involves subdividing the major project 

deliverables into smaller, more manageable components until the 

deliverables are defined in sufficient detail to support the

development of project activities. 

Decomposition enables decisions on what level of detail is required in 

the work breakdown structure (WBS) to manage cost, schedule and 

quality effectively.

2.3.4 Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)

Overview

The work breakdown structure is a project management tool that defines the total 

scope of the project by breaking down the project goal into deliverable oriented 

manageable chunks of work.  Work breakdown structures have the following 

characteristics:

The work breakdown structure progresses downward from the 

general to the specific in the decomposition process of successive 

elaboration.

The work breakdown structure usually has a hierarchy of terms i.e. 

the project goal is broken down into project objectives, objectives 

are broken down into key activities and key activities are broken 

down into tasks and sub-tasks etc. 

Chunks of related work or discrete blocks of work are known as 

work packages.

Each item in the work breakdown structure is generally assigned a 

unique identifier, these identifiers are known collectively as the 

code of accounts.
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Structuring the Work Breakdown Structure

Project Goal

The project goal is the long-term target of the project, it is a direction to move in, 

rather than a detailed quantitative objective.

Project Objective

Objectives break down the goal into a set of specific elements, which should be 

SMART i.e. Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time Framed.

Task

Task

Task

Task

Work Package

ObjectiveObjectiveObjectiveObjective

Project Goal 

Work Package 

A work package is a grouping of related tasks or activities.  Work packages are 

discrete pieces of work.

Activities/Tasks

Activities/Tasks are the smallest self-contained pieces of work identified in the 

work breakdown structure.

The level of detail of the work breakdown structure will vary from project to 

project, the more complex the project the more levels the work breakdown

structure will have.  When the Project Manager determines that cost, schedule, 
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quality and risk can be effectively managed at the correct level of detail, the work 

breakdown structure has the optimum number of levels.

On larger projects it is usual to provide a work breakdown structure dictionary for 

each work package.  The work breakdown structure dictionary provides a 

statement of work describing the work content of each work package as well as a 

description of what is not included. 

The work breakdown structure is a deliverable-orientated grouping of 

project components that organises and defines the total scope of the 

project.  Work not in the work breakdown structure is outside the 

scope of the project. 
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2.4 Scope Change Control 

2.4.1 Scope Change Overview

Scope change control is concerned with:

Influencing the factors that create scope changes to ensure they are 

beneficial.

Determining that changes have occurred. 

Managing changes when and if they occur. 

Scope change control must be integrated with other processes such as time, cost, 

quality and risk.

A scope change may be defined as any change in the project’s 

deliverables from what was originally intended.

There are two main types of change that can affect the scope of the project: 

Changes in scope i.e. additions or subtractions to the deliverables

of the project. 

Changes in design of project deliverables.

Scope changes are often attributable to the following:

An error or omission in defining scope product on project. 

Value adding changes. 

Schedule slippage. 

External events e.g. changes in legislation/regulations. 
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2.4.2 The Triple Constraint 

Scope

Cost

Time

€

The triple constraint is defined as scope, time and cost each representing the sides 

of a triangle as shown in the diagram above.  Leveraging the triple constraint by 

determining the priority of the components and managing the interdependencies 

can greatly enhance the chances of delivering a successful project.

Changes to any of the components will automatically result in changes to another 

component.  It is therefore imperative to the success of the project that change is 

managed and controlled with respect to time, scope and cost.

A scope change almost always requires an adjustment to the project 

cost or the project schedule.
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2.4.3 Managing Scope Change 

To effectively manage changes to the scope of the project a change control system

needs to be in place. The changes control system, outlines how to document, 

consider and act on changes to scope. An effective change control process has the 

following characteristics:

A good scope statement supported by well-defined deliverables, 

work breakdown structure, quality standards, budget etc. 

Work authorisation for process managing change. 

There are significant benefits, in having a change control process: 

It provides a documented system of how and why a change will 

occur.

It gives clear identification of who has the authority to make

changes, and equally who has the authority to refuse them.

It provides a basis for analysis of proposed changes, prior to 

implementation.

It gives a consistency of decision making throughout the project, 

and between projects. 

It provides for a continuous update of the project plan that includes 

all approved changes. 

It gives traceability. 

It provides improved data for estimation of future projects. 

Significant changes to project scope need to be authorised by the HeBE 

Board.

2.5 Scope Verification

This is the process of obtaining formal acceptance of the completion of the project 

scope by the project stakeholders.  It requires reviewing the deliverables and work 

results to ensure that they have been completed correctly and satisfactorily.
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3. Procedure

Step 1 Scope Initiation 

Identify project idea and submit to the HeBE Board for 

consideration.

HeBE Board nominees develop the project idea with key 

stakeholders into a project proposal document.

Submit the project proposal to the HeBE Board for consideration 

via the HeBE Director.

The HeBE Board in its deliberations may accept, reject, or ask for 

further investigation of the project idea. 

Where the HeBE Board accepts the project proposal a Lead 

CEO/Project Chairperson is appointed by the HeBE Board to the 

project.

The HeBE Board identifies and/or authorises recruitment of a 

Project Manager.

The HeBE Board agree the project skills mix and membership.

The project proposal serves as the charter for the project.

Step 2 Scope Planning / Definition

Review the project scope statement and the other elements of the 

project charter to achieve common understanding all aspects of the 

project amongst the stakeholders.

Identify any additional high level deliverables required to deliver 

the project scope.

Analyse each project objective to determine the key activities 

associated with each one.

Analyse each key activity to determine the tasks associated with

each one.

Continue the decomposition process until there is sufficient detail

to enable effective estimating, monitoring and control.

Group related tasks into work packages.

Review the work breakdown structure with the project team to 

ensure its correctness and completeness.
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Step 3 Scope Change Control 

Review the scope change procedures with the project team.

Require that all requests for changes to the scope are managed

correctly, through the formal channels and logged.

Periodically review the scope to ensure that no unauthorised 

change has taken place.

Change requests are made to the Project Manager.

The Project Manager analyses the scope change requests to 

determine:

— The reason for it.

— The impact it will have on the schedule, cost, risk and quality of

the project.

— The impact of not undertaking the change.

The Project Manager prepares a formal change request.

The change request is submitted to the Project Chairperson/Lead

CEO.

The change request is accepted / rejected or referred to the HeBE 

Board.

The HeBE Board accepts/rejects the request.

If accepted the project documentation is updated.

Step 4 Scope Verification 

Review project results with project team against the planned scope 

of the project.

In collaboration with project team, prepare final report and submit

via the Project Chair/Lead CEO to the HeBE Board.
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4. Tools/Techniques

4.1 Political, Economical, Social and Technological (PEST) Analysis 

The PEST analysis is a useful tool for understanding the external environment in 

which a project operates and therefore the position, potential and direction a 

project may take.

It is a measurement tool, which is used to assess the environment in which the 

project will be carried out. PEST analysis is ideally undertaken as a brainstorming

exercise.

PEST Template 

Political

(List all political factors that 

may influence the project)

Economic

(List all economic factors that 

may influence the project) 

Social

(List all social factors that may

influence the project) 

Technological

(List all technological factors

that may influence the project)
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4.2 Strengths and Weaknesses Opportunities and Threats (SWOT)

Analysis

The SWOT analysis is a useful tool for understanding the strengths and 

weaknesses inherent to the project and also for understanding the opportunities 

and threats posed by the external environment.

SWOT Template 

Internal Environment

Strengths Weaknesses

Opportunities Threats

External Environment 

4.3 Cost/Benefit Analysis

This involves estimating the tangible and intangibles costs and benefits of various 

project and product alternatives, and then using financial measures, such as return 

on investment or payback period to assess the desirability of the project.

4.4 Decomposition 

Decomposition is a tool that involves subdividing the major project deliverables 

into smaller more manageable components until the objectives of the project are 

defined in sufficient detail to support development of project activities. The

following steps are involved in the process: 

Identifying the major deliverables of the project including project

management.

Deciding if adequate cost and duration estimates can be developed 

at a particular level of detail and continue the decomposition

process until adequate estimates can be developed. 

Verifying the correctness of the decomposition: 

— Decide if lower-level items are both necessary and sufficient 

for completion of the project. 

— Decide if each level is clearly and completely defined.

— Decide if each item can be scheduled, budgeted and assigned.
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4.5 HeBE Project Proposal Template 

The scope statement is developed by completing the following sections of 

the project proposal template: 

Project rationale.

Broad statement of scope. 

Project objectives. 

Description of product or service. 

Major deliverables.

Constraints.

Assumptions.

4.6 HeBE Programme/Project Work Breakdown Structure Template 

The work breakdown structure is a deliverable-oriented grouping of 

project elements that organises and defines the total work scope of the 

project. Each descending level represents an increasingly detailed 

definition of the project work. As part of scope definition the work 

breakdown structure on Microsoft Project may be used.

4.7 HeBE Programme/Project Change Log

All change requests are logged. 

4.8 HeBE Programme/Project Change Request Template 

Where a change to scope is identified implement the change control

system and complete the change request template.

4.9 HeBE Programme/Project Issues Log 

Any issue relating to scope is recorded in the issues log.
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(Developed in consultation with key stakeholders) 

Project Title: [Click and enter title]

Section A Project Outline:

Project Rationale What is the business need for the project- background/context/why should it

be done - evidence supporting need.

Project Goal State the desired end result.

Broad Statement of Scope Identify what work (and only that work), which must be accomplished to 

complete the project successfully.

Project Objectives State the objectives of the project in SMART terms.

Description of 

Product/Services

Outline brief description of product or service to be produced.

Anticipated Benefits Describe how things will be different if the project is successfully completed.

Who will benefit, how will they benefit, what is the gain?

Key Success Factors List the factors that will be used to determine the success of the project. ‘How 

do we know the project is successful?’

Quality Definition State the quality criteria against which the project will be measured.

Major Deliverables Specify the key deliverables en route to achieving the project and specify

final outputs/deliverables from the project.

Estimated Timeframe State the timeframes estimated for project completion.

Estimated Budget State the budget estimate required.

Constraints List the constraints that limit the project e.g. time cost, quality.

Assumptions List the assumptions that are made about the project. 

Potential Risks Identity the most serious potential risks.
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Section B Factors to address re: other projects and processes 

Project Dependencies Identify possible project dependencies.

Impact of project on other

processes

Identify the impact of the project on other processes.

Section C Structure/Personnel/Information Requirements 

Project Structure/

Personnel

Outline the project organisational structure and detail the skill mix/possible

personnel for the project.

Lead CEO:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Chairperson:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Project Manager:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Project Team:

Skill Mix   Nominees HeBE Nominee

   Confirmation

Information Requirements Describe the system of communication to be used and reporting mechanisms.

Section D HeBE Project Proposal Decision: 

Accepted  Rejected Further work required

Comments

Signed: ________________________

 On behalf of HeBE Board

Date: ______________________

On approval by HeBE Board of Project Proposal, this document now serves as the Charter for the

project.
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Programme/Project Title: [Click and enter title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start & End Date: [Click and enter start and end date] Programme

Director:

[Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Goal: [Click here and enter goal] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Budget: [Click here and enter budget] Date of Report: [Click here and enter date]

Rev No: [Click and type text] Author: [Click here and type name]

WBS

Code

Task Duration

(e.g. 2d or

1w or 0d)

Start

(dd/mm/yy)

Finish

(dd/mm/yy)

Predecessors Responsibility Dependency

[Code] [Click and enter task] [Duration] [Start Date] [Finish Date] [Predecessors] [Responsibility] [Dependency]
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HeBE Programme/Project Change Log 

Programme/Project Title: [Click and enter title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start & End 

Date:

[Click and enter start and end date] Programme Director: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Goal: [Click here and enter goal] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Budget: [Click here and enter budget] Date of Report: [Click here and enter date]

Author: [Click here and type name]

No Description of Change Date Scope Effect Cost Effect Schedule Effect Authorisation

Required

Yes/No

[No] [Description of Change] [Date] [Click here and type text] [Click here and type text] [Click here and type text] [Click here and type text]
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HeBE Programme/Project Change Request 

Programme/Project Title: [Click and insert title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start &

End Date:

[Click and insert start & end date] Programme

Director:

[Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Goal: [Click and insert goal] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Budget: [Click and insert budget] Date of Report: [Click here and enter date]

Rev No: Author: [Click here and type name]

Proposed Change Request

[Click here and type text]

Reason for Proposed Change

[Click here and type text]

Description of Proposed Change

[Click here and type text]

Implications of not Making the Change

[Click here and type text]

Anticipated Benefits of Change

[Click here and type text]

Impact on Scope 

[Click here and type text]
Impact on Schedule

[Click here and type text]

Impact on Quality

[Click here and type text]
Impact on Cost (Budget, Materials, Staffing)

[Click here and type text]

Impact on Risk – impact – scope, schedule, quality, cost and risk

[Click here and type text]

Alternatives- if any and their impact on scope, schedule, quality, cost and risk 

[Click here and type text]

Requesters of Change

Submitted by: 

Project Manager __________________________

Date  _______________________

Project Chair  _________________________

Date __________________

Approved by: 

Lead CEO/HeBE Board________________________

Date____________________________
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HeBE Programme/Project Issues Log 

Programme/Project Title: [Click and enter title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start & End Date: [Click and enter start and end date] Programme Director: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Goal: [Click here and enter goal] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Budget: [Click here and enter budget] Date of Report: [Click here and enter date]

Author: [Click here and type name]

Date Issue Scope Cost Schedule Corrective Action

Required

Responsibility

[Date] [Click and type text] [Click and type text] [Click and type text] [Click and type text] [Click and type text]DisplayText cann
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1. Overview

1.1 Introduction 

Project time management is the collection of processes that ensures a project is 

completed to schedule.  Alternatively, it is the project time management function 

that establishes and maintains the appropriate allocation of time, by planning, 

estimating, scheduling and managing the work of the project through the stages of 

the project life cycle.

Project time management is about agreeing the overall project 

deadlines and identifying how and when they will be delivered.

1.2 Project Time Management Processes 

Project time management can be broken into the following processes:

Activity Definition – identifying and documenting the activities

that must be performed to produce the various project deliverables

and meet the project objectives. 

Activity Sequencing – identifying and documenting the 

dependencies between activities. 

Activity Duration Estimating – estimating how long each activity 

will take. 

Schedule Development – creating the project schedule. 

Schedule Control – controlling and managing changes to the 

project schedule. 

These processes interact and overlap with each other and the processes in other 

areas.  On some projects especially smaller projects the processes of activity 

definition, sequencing, duration estimating and schedule development may be 

undertaken as a single process. 
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1.3 Time Management – Programmes Vs Projects 

Programme Level – determines the overall time for the 

programme, which is determined, by the time allocated for each 

project.

Project Level – determines the overall time for the project, which is 

determined, by the time allocated for each work package identified

in the work breakdown structure (WBS).

Project scheduling needs to be completed first and feeds into the programme

scheduling process. 

1.4 Time Management and the Project Life Cycle

Time management becomes more detailed as the project proceeds through its life 

cycle. During the conception phase of the project, the HeBE Board in authorising 

a project confirms the timescale set out in the proposal for completion of the 

project.  As the project moves into its definition and implementation phases, time

management becomes a critical activity. 

During the definition phase, the Project Manager is responsible for preparing the 

project schedule to a level of detail that is sufficient to monitor scope, time and 

cost.  The project schedule is controlled and managed during the implementation

phase of the project. 

At the completion of the project, the timeline is the reviewed as part of the post 

project review.
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2. Theory 

2.1 The Process of Time Management 

The diagram below shows the main steps of the time management processes, 

which are detailed in the following sections.

Activitity Definition

Activity Sequencing

Activity Duration Estmating

Schedule Development

Schedule Control

Activities are placed in a logical order by

identifying and documenting dependencies that

exist between tasks, without regard to the

calendar.

Various estimating tools and techniques are used

to determine how much time needs to be

allocated to each activity to ensure completion.

The activities dependencies and resources are

considered in generating the project schedule.

This is the process of controlling managing and

tracking the project schedule and rearranging and

documenting any changes to scope, schedule and

budget.

Identifying the specific activities that must be

performed to achieve the desired project result.

The WBS is used for this process.

2.2 Activity Definition

2.2.1 Activity Definition Overview

Activity definition involves documenting the specific activities that must be 

performed such that the project objectives and sub-objectives are met and the 

deliverables/sub-deliverables produced.

2.2.2 Activity Definition Overview

Work Breakdown Structure - provides a framework to 

decompose the project into task/activities.

Historical Information -  is an important input and source of 

information in this process as it identifies activities that were 

required on previous similar projects. 
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Constraints - limit the Project Managers options, therefore should 

be taken into account. 

Assumptions - are factors that for planning purposes are 

considered to be time real on certain. 

The activity list is the output of the activity definition process and is an extension

of the work breakdown structure. 

2.3 Activity Sequencing

2.3.1 Activity Sequencing Overview

Activity sequencing involves placing activities in a logical order by identifying 

logical relationships or dependencies between them.

Activity sequencing involves reviewing the activities in the work breakdown

structure and activity list along with the identified assumptions and constraints to 

determine the relationship between the activities.  It also involves an evaluation of 

the dependencies. 

The accurate sequencing of activities enables the development of a realistic and 

achievable schedule.

Network Diagrams

The standard method of recording activity sequencing is to prepare a network 

diagram.

Network diagramming uses boxes (nodes) to represent activities and connects the 

activities with arrows that show the dependencies, it is always drawn from left 

(start) to right (finish). An example is given below.

In preparing a network diagram, ask the following questions:

— What activity, or activities, precede this activity?

— What activity, or activities, succeed this activity?

— What activity, or activities, can be carried out at the same time?
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Sequencing can be performed with the aid of project management software or 

with manual techniques.  Manual techniques are often more effective on smaller

projects and in the early phases of larger ones.  It is also possible to use manual 

and automated techniques in combination.

Activity sequencing is vital to the scheduling process.  As the schedule is 

updated the required dependencies between tasks must be maintained. 

2.3.2 Dependencies 

A dependency shows the way in which activities are sequenced in relation to other 

activities.  Dependencies can be mandatory, discretionary or external.

Understanding and identifying dependencies is imperative to correct activity

sequencing.

Mandatory Dependencies (sometimes called hard logic) are inherent in the work 

being done.  Mandatory dependencies often involve physical limitations e.g. on a 

construction project it is impossible to erect the walls until the foundation has 

been built. 

Discretionary Dependencies (sometimes called soft logic) are defined by the 

Project Manager and project team.  Discretionary dependencies should be used 

with care, since they may limit later scheduling options.  Discretionary 

dependencies are usually defined by the application of best ‘practice’ or an 

unusual aspect of the project where a specific sequence is desired.

External Dependencies are influences from outside the project or involve a 

relationship between project and non-project activities. 

2.3.3 Milestones 

Milestones are clearly identifiable points in a project that commonly denotes a 

reporting requirement or completion of a key component of a project.  A

milestone is a point in time of ‘0’ duration. It is important that milestone events 

are integrated as part of the sequencing of activities to ensure that the 

requirements for meeting the milestones are met.
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2.4 Activity Duration Estimating 

2.4.1 Activity Duration Estimating Overview

Activity duration estimating is the process of estimating the duration required to 

complete each identified activity, considering the resources available.  To enable 

realistic activity duration estimation the person or group on the project team who 

is most familiar with the nature of the specific activity should undertake this task. 

Inputs to duration estimating include the following: 

Experience and Historical Information - often the most effective 

method of developing estimates.

Resource Requirements - the duration of most activities will be 

significantly influenced by the resources assigned to them.  The 

project team have been identified by the HeBE Board at this stage

so the Project Manager knows what resources are available. 

Resource Capability and Availability - the duration of most

activities are significantly influenced by the availability and 

capability of the resources assigned to the project.  While the 

Project Manager may not have complete information with regard

to capability and availability of resources at this stage, enough

information should be available to complete the exercise fairly 

accurately.

Identified Risks - risks can have a significant effect on duration, if 

only because they can divert resources to other tasks. 

2.4.2 Developing Activity Duration Estimates 

When developing activity duration estimates the activity type is examined and 

duration estimates may be developed using some of the following techniques. 

Expert Judgement - guided by historical information should be 

used wherever possible.  Estimates not guided by expert 

judgement are inherently uncertain and risky. 

Analogous Estimating - involves using the actual duration of 

previous, similar activities as the basis for estimating the duration

of future activity. 

Contingency - also known as reserve can be added to the activity 

duration or elsewhere in the schedule as recognition of schedule 

risk.  Contingency can be added as a percentage or fixed amount.

The amount of contingency can be reduced or eliminated as more 

precise information about the project become available.
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2.5 Schedule Development

2.5.1 Schedule Development Overview

Having determined the activities, their sequence and duration, the project schedule 

is now developed.

The objectives of schedule development are to: 

To determine realistic start and finish dates for project activities.

To create a realistic project schedule that provides a basis for 

monitoring project progress. 

2.5.2 Inputs to Schedule Development 

The following are inputs to schedule development:

The work breakdown structure and activity duration estimates.

Resource requirements (type and quantity or people, equipment

and material).

Resource pool description (identification of and, availability of 

resources).

A calendar (identifying the permitted work periods and availability

of resources for work). 

Constraints:

— Imposed dates e.g. delivery dates. 

— Events or milestones – completion of a particular stage may

have its own deadline. 

Leads and Lags: Any of the dependencies may require a lead or a 

lag to accurately define the relationship.

Risk Management – test the schedule against any identified risks.

2.5.3 Developing the Project Schedule 

Amongst the tools and techniques applied in scheduling developments is the 

critical path method.

Critical Path Analysis 

The critical path is the term given to the sequence of tasks that are critical to the

overall duration of the project.  If a task on the critical path is extended, it will 

delay the overall project completion.  The critical path is the longest path through
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the project and the least flexible.  There maybe more than one critical path within

a project.

The critical path method calculates a single early and late – start and finish date 

for each activity – based on specified, sequential network logic and a single

duration estimate.

Tasks that are not on the critical path have some degree of flexibility with regards 

to when they can be complete.  This flexibility is referred to as float time.  The 

task can be moved by the amount of float time available without affecting the 

overall project timescale.

Task Duration – Time available for task = float time 

Float time can be used to alter the schedule as follows: 

Move the task around within its float time to avoid resource peaks. 

Reduce the overall resource on the task and therefore increase its 

duration to use up the float time.

Gantt Charts

The output from the schedule analysis is the Gantt chart. This clearly displays all 

tasks against a timescale, and shows their relative durations together with float

time and lead time and dependencies.

ID Task Name

1 Set Conference Date

2 Establish Theme & Program

3 Select Conference Site

4 Obtain Speakers

5 Develop Brochure

6 Obtain mailing labels

7 Mail Brochure

8 Obtain Speaker Materials

9 Receive registrations

10 Confirm all arrangements

11 Prepare Conference Kits

17 20 23 26 29 01 04 07 10 13 16 19 22 25 28 01

September 2004 Oct
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2.5.4 Optimising the Project Schedule

This is the process of shortening the project schedule without changing the project 

scope.  Optimisation uses some of the following techniques.

Crashing the Schedule 

Crashing involves analysing cost and schedule trade-offs to determine how to 

obtain maximum schedule compression at the least incremental cost. Crashing

techniques include the following: 

Transferring qualified individuals from tasks with float to activities

on the critical path in an attempt to reduce the duration of the

critical path.

Scheduling overtime and/or additional shifts.

Subcontracting work as a means of increasing available resources 

and opportunities for parallel work. 

Crashing does not always produce viable alternatives and often results in 

increased cost. It is important when applying this process to identify those tasks 

that if crashed, will have the least impact on the overall cost of the project. 

Fast Tracking 

Fast Tracking involves doing activities in parallel that would normally be done 

sequentially. Fast Tracking often results in rework and increased project risk. 

Resource Levelling the Project Schedule

Resource levelling ensures that the project schedule is realistic from a resourcing 

point of view.

Resource levelling ensures that scarce resources are allocated to the critical path 

first and also ensures that all activities have a task owner.
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2.5.5 The Project Schedule 

The completed project schedule includes planned start and expected finish dates 

for each activity.  The project schedule can be presented in a number of formats

e.g. network diagram, Gantt chart as illustrated earlier or a milestone chart as set 

out below.  Typically packages such as Microsoft Project are used.

Milestone Chart 

 Date

Event Fe
b

Jan Mar Ma
y

Jun Jul Au
g

Apr

Planned Actual

There are many other acceptable ways to display project information on a milestone chart.

2.6 Schedule Control

2.6.1 Schedule Control Overview

Schedule Control is concerned with managing changes as they occur. 

There needs to be effective procedures in place for monitoring and reporting 

actual progress against the agreed project schedule.   Effective monitoring will 

ensure that problems are highlighted early and hence corrective action can be 

taken to avoid schedule delays and minimise slippage. 
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2.6.2 The Triple Constraint 

Scope

Cost

Time

€

As discussed previously, the triple constraint is defined as scope, time and cost 

each representing the sides of a triangle as shown in the diagram above.

A schedule change almost always requires an adjustment to the project

budget and may also result in alterations to the scope of the project. 
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3. Procedure

Step 1 Activity Definition 

Commencing with the work breakdown structure decompose

further to a level of detail relevant to the complexity of the project.

This produces a comprehensive activity list.

Step 2 Activity Sequencing 

Review each activity and determine what other activities, if any, it 

is dependent upon to begin.

Review each activity and determine what other activities if any, it 

is dependent upon to finish.

Determine what activities need to be completed first.

Determine what activities can be completed simultaneously.

Construct a Network Diagram.

Review and validate the network diagram.

— Review all dependencies with activity owners and obtain their 

acceptance.

— Review all discretionary dependencies and seek opportunities 

to perform more activities in parallel, if meeting the schedule 

is critical.

Step 3 Activity Duration Estimating 

Assess resource capabilities:

— Estimate the effort required for each activity.

— Determine how much time each activity owner will be able to 

spend on their activities in any given time period.

— Determine the activity durations by adjusting the effort

estimates by the amount of dedicated time.

Compare estimates to any available relevant historical information.

Estimate the duration of activities.  Identify estimates as 

probabilistic or deterministic.

If an activity needs a lot of resources, or an irregular amount of 

resources, split the activity and enter separately into the schedule.
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Step 4 Schedule Development 

Calculate the preliminary project schedule:

— Input all activities, dependencies and durations into the 

schedule (can be completed manually or using project 

management software such as Microsoft project).

Identify the critical path by following each path through the 

schedule and manually identifying the early and late finish dates

for all activities therefore identifying activities on the critical path 

as those whose early and late finish dates are the same.  (In most 

cases the project management software will complete this piece of

work.).

Fine tune the project schedule:

— Identify ways to compress the schedule if the projected project 

finish date is later than the desired completion date.

— Identify opportunities to fast track critical path activities 

without increasing risk.

— Identify opportunities to crash the schedule without increasing 

costs to an unacceptable level.

— Adjust the preliminary schedule, network diagram and activity 

list accordingly.

Calculate the resource levelled project schedule. 

— Ensure all activities have assigned owners.

— Create a resource profile showing the cumulative work load 

for all activities by time period proposed in the preliminary

schedule.

— Identify times where there are unrealistic workloads.

— Determine if non-critical activities can be moved or if under 

utilised team members, can perform certain tasks or if certain 

activities can be eliminated without increasing project risk. If

this fails determine what additional resources are required. 

Step 5 Schedule Control. 

Review the schedule change procedures with the project team.

Require that all requests for changes to the schedule are managed

correctly, and through the formal channels are logged.

Periodically review the schedule to ensure that no unauthorised 

change has taken place.

Change requests are made to the Project Manager.

The Project Manager analyses the schedule change request to 

determine:

— The reason for it.

— The impact it will have on cost, scope, quality and risk.

— The impact of not implementing the change.

The Project Manager prepares a formal change request.
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The change request is submitted to the Project Chairperson/Lead

CEO.

The change request is accepted / rejected on referral to the HeBE

Board.

The HeBE Board accepts/rejects request.

If accepted project documentation is updated.
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4. Tools and Techniques

4.1 HeBE Project Proposal Template 

State the timeframe required from project completion in the relevant 

section of the project proposal.

4.2 HeBE Programme/Project Activity List Template 

The activity list is an extension of the work breakdown structure and 

includes all the activities that will be performed on the project. 

4.3 Decomposition 

Decomposition is a technique that involves subdividing the major project 

deliverables into smaller more manageable components until the objectives of the 

project are defined in sufficient detail to support development of project activities.

The following steps are involved in the process: 

Identifying the major deliverables of the project including project

management.

Deciding if adequate cost and duration estimates can be developed 

at a particular level of detail and continuing the decomposition

process until adequate estimates can be developed. 

Verifying the correctness of the decomposition: 

— Decide if lower-level items are both necessary and sufficient 

for completion of the project. 

— Decide if each level is clearly and completely defined.

— Decide if each item can be scheduled, budgeted and assigned.

4.4 Network Diagrams

Network diagrams consist of nodes (rectangles) representing events which are 

connected by arrows.  The direction of the arrow indicates the sequence of the 

tasks.  Network diagrams are very useful in showing dependencies between tasks 

and as a key input into the scheduling process. A network diagram maybe

constructed using the following steps: 

Construct a start node on the left had side and a finish node on the 

right hand side.

Place activities that do not have predecessors to the immediate

right of the start node. 

Draw arrows from the start node to all activities with 

predecessor(each one of these becomes the start of a network 

path).
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For each path, place all subsequent dependent activities from left to 

right according to their relationships to one another.

Continue mapping out the sequence of activities for each path by 

drawing arrows connecting them.

Connect the last activities to the finish node with arrows. 

4.5 Analogous Estimating

Analogous estimating is used to determine the duration of project activities.

Analogous estimating is also called ‘Top-down estimating’ and involves using the 

actual duration of previous, similar activities as the basis for estimating the 

duration of a future activity.    It is frequently used to estimate project duration 

when there is a limited amount of detailed information about the project.  A form

of expert judgement, analogous estimating is most reliable when: 

The previous activities are similar in fact and not just in 

appearance.

The individuals preparing the estimates have relevant experience.

4.6 Mathematical Analysis

Mathematical analysis involves calculating theoretical early and later start and 

finish dates for all project activities without regard for any resource pool 

limitations.  The resulting dates are not the project schedule but illustrate the time

period in which the activity could be scheduled given resource limits.  The most 

widely known mathematical techniques are: 

Critical Path Method 

The critical path method calculates a single deterministic early and late start and 

finish dates for each activity based on specific, sequential network logic and a 

single duration estimate.

Graphical Evaluation and Review Technique (GERT)

Graphical evaluation review technique (GERT) is a technique used in schedule 

development.  It uses probability distribution and conditional logic i.e. if x 

happens do y: if not go to next step including looping back to earlier activities.

GERT is mostly used in computer simulations and is not effective as a control 

tool.
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Project Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) 

Project evaluation review technique (PERT) is a technique used in schedule 

development.  PERT is used to estimate project duration when there is a high 

degree of uncertainty about activity duration estimates.   PERT requires three 

estimates of duration between events i.e. Optimistic Time (To), Most Likely

time(Tm) and Pessimistic Time (Tp) in recognition of this uncertainty.

Pert Calculation = To + 4Tm + Tp / 6 

4.7 Computer Systems and MS Project 

Project management software is widely used to assist with project time

management and specifically the scheduling process. MS Project is the most

commonly used software. 

This software not only automates the basic functions of time management but has 

many features that are not possible in the manual process including: 

Linking of tasks into a logic network. 

Linking projects in a portfolio. 

Filtering of information for summary schedules. 

Changeable timescales and calendars.

Reporting in many formats.

While computer programs are excellent tools in assisting with the scheduling 

process the quality of the developed schedule is largely dependent on the 

information input into the program.

4.8 Schedule Variance Analysis 

Performance of the variance analysis during the schedule monitoring process is a 

key element of time control.  Comparing target dates with the actual start and

finish dates provides useful information for detecting deviations from the schedule 

and for the implementing of corrective action in the case of schedule delays. 
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4.9 HeBE Programme/Project Change Log 

All change requests are logged. 

4.10 HeBE Programme/Project Change Request Template 

When a change to time is identified implement the change control system

and complete the change request.

4.11 HeBE Programme/Project Issues Log 

Any issues relating to time are recorded in the issues log. 
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HeBE Project Proposal

(Developed in consultation with key stakeholders) 

Project Title: [Click and enter title]

Section A Project Outline:

Project Rationale What is the business need for the project- background/context/why should it

be done - evidence supporting need.

Project Goal State the desired end result.

Broad Statement of Scope Identify what work (and only that work) which must be accomplished to

complete the project successfully.

Project Objectives State the objectives of the project in SMART terms.

Description of 

Product/Services

Outline brief description of product or service to be produced.

Anticipated Benefits Describe how things will be different if the project is successfully completed.

Who will benefit, how will they benefit, what is the gain?

Key Success Factors List the factors that will be used to determine the success of the project. ‘How 

do we know the project is successful?’

Quality Definition State the quality criteria against which the project will be measured.

Major Deliverables Specify the key deliverables en route to achieving the project and specify

final outputs/deliverables from the project.

Estimated Timeframe State the timeframes estimated for project completion.

Estimated Budget State the budget estimate required.

Constraints List the constraints that limit the project e.g. time cost, quality.

Assumptions List the assumptions that are made about the project. 

Potential Risks Identity the most serious potential risks.
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Section B Factors to address re: other projects and processes 

Project Dependencies Identify possible project dependencies.

Impact of project on other

processes

Identify the impact of the project on other processes.

Section C Structure/Personnel/Information Requirements 

Project Structure/

Personnel

Outline the project organisational structure and detail the skill mix/possible

personnel for the project.

Lead CEO:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Chairperson:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Project Manager:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Project Team:

Skill Mix   Nominees HeBE Nominee

   Confirmation

Information Requirements Describe the system of communication to be used and reporting mechanisms.

Section D HeBE Project Proposal Decision: 

Accepted  Rejected Further work required

Comments

Signed: ________________________

 On behalf of HeBE Board

Date: ______________________

On approval by HeBE Board of Project Proposal, this document now serves as the Charter for the

project.
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Programme/Project Title: [Click here and enter Title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type text]

Programme/Project Start &

End Date:

[Click and enter date] Programme Director: [Click here and type text]

Programme/Project Budget: [Click here and enter goal] Project Manager: [Click here and type text]

Rev No: Date of Report: [Click here and enter date]

Author: [Click here and enter date]

WBS Activity : xxxxxxx 

Tasks [Click here and type text]

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

WBS Activity: xxxxxxx 

Tasks [Click here and type text]

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

WBS Activity: xxxxxxx 

Tasks [Click here and type text]

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

WBS Activity: xxxxxxx 

Tasks [Click here and type text]

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)
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HeBE Programme/Project Change Log 

Programme/Project Title: [Click and enter title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start & End 

Date:

[Click and enter start and end date] Programme Director: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Goal: [Click here and enter goal] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Budget: [Click here and enter budget] Date of Report: [Click here and enter date]

Author: [Click here and type name]

No Description of Change Date Scope Effect Cost Effect Schedule Effect Authorisation

Required

Yes/No

[No] [Description of Change] [Date] [Click here and type text] [Click here and type text] [Click here and type text] [Click here and type text]
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HeBE Programme/Project Change Request 

Programme/Project Title: [Click and insert title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start &

End Date:

[Click and insert start & end date] Programme

Director:

[Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Goal: [Click and insert goal] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Budget: [Click and insert budget] Date of Report: [Click here and enter date]

Rev No: [Click here and type text] Author: [Click here and type name]

Proposed Change Request

[Click here and type text]

Reason for Proposed Change

[Click here and type text]

Description of Proposed Change

[Click here and type text]

Implications of not Making the Change

[Click here and type text]

Anticipated Benefits of Change

[Click here and type text]

Impact on Scope 

[Click here and type text]
Impact on Schedule

[Click here and type text]

Impact on Quality

[Click here and type text]
Impact on Cost (Budget, Materials, Staffing)

[Click here and type text]

Impact on Risk – impact – scope, schedule, quality, cost and risk

[Click here and type text]

Alternatives- if any [Click here and type text] 

Requesters of Change

Submitted by: 

Project Manager __________________________

Date  _______________________

Project Chair  _________________________

Date __________________

Approved by: 

Lead CEO/HeBE Board________________________

Date____________________________
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HeBE Programme/Project Issues Log 

Programme/Project Title: [Click and enter title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start & End Date: [Click and enter start and end date] Programme Director: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Goal: [Click here and enter goal] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Budget: [Click here and enter budget] Date of Report: [Click here and enter date]

Author: [Click here and type name]

Date Issue Scope Cost Schedule Corrective Action

Required

Responsibility Last

Updated

[Date] [Click and type text] [Click and type text] [Click and type text] [Click and type text] [Click and type text] [Click and type text] [Date]
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1. Overview

1.1 Introduction 

Project cost management includes the processes required to ensure the project is 

completed within the approved budget.  Alternatively it is the controlling of costs 

as they apply to the project.

Project cost management is about agreeing the overall project budget 

and identifying how the project will be delivered within its limits.

1.2 Project Cost Management Process

Project cost management can be broken into the following processes: 

Resource Planning – determining and quantifying the resources 

needed to perform project activities. 

Cost Estimating – determining and predicting the overall cost of 

the project.

Cost Budgeting – allocating the overall cost estimate to individual 

work activities.

Cost Control – managing and controlling changes to the project 

budget.

These processes interact with each other and processes in other areas.  On some

projects, especially smaller ones, the processes of resource planning, cost 

estimating and cost budgeting are so tightly linked they are managed as a single 

process.

1.3 Project Cost and Product/Service Cost 

Project cost management is primarily concerned with the cost of the resources 

needed to complete project activities.   Project cost may have a direct effect on the 

cost of using the final product or service, and it is important that decisions that are 

made with regard to the cost of the project are considered as to their effect on the 

cost of the final product, and its usage. 
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1.4 Cost Management and the Project Life Cycle

During the conception phase of the project, the HeBE Board confirms the 

budgetary allocation for the project.

As the project moves into the definition and implementation phases, cost 

management is a critical activity.

During the definition phase, the Project Manager is responsible for preparing a 

detailed project budget which will include a breakdown of all the monies allocated 

to the project.  The budget should be in sufficient detail to allow the Project 

Manager to assess the impact of cost on schedule, scope and quality of the project.

The project budget is controlled and managed during the implementation phase of 

the project.

At the completion of the project, the overall project cost is reviewed in the post 

project review.

Life cycle costing involves identifying and managing the changes in the cost of 

the project from conception through to close-out.
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2. Theory 

2.1 The Process of Cost Management 

The diagram below shows the main steps of the cost management processes, 

which are detailed in the following sections.

Resource Planning

Cost Estimating

Cost Budgeting

Cost Control

Developing an estimation of the cost of the

resources needed to complete the project

activities

Allocating the estimated monies to actual

project activities.

Controlling and managing changes to the

project budget and documenting the impact

they have on other areas e.g. schedule, scope,

quality etc.

Determining what resources (human and

material) and what quantities of each are

required to perform project activities.

2.2 Resource Planning

2.2.1 Resource Planning Overview

Resource planning involves determining the resources required to perform the 

project activities outlined in the work breakdown structure to ensure completion 

of the project. 

Resource planning is closely linked to cost estimating.

The HeBE Board as part of the project proposal approval 

process confirms the budgetary allocation for the project.
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2.2.2 Inputs to Resource Planning 

Work Breakdown Structure – the work breakdown structure

identifies the project deliverables and processes that will need 

resources, making the work breakdown structure the most

important input to resource planning.

Historical Information – may provide useful information with 

regards to what resources were required on previous similar

projects.

Description of available resources – the Project Manager should 

have some knowledge of resources that are available at this stage 

of the project e.g. the HeBE Board will have nominated the project 

team.

Organisational Policies – recruitment and procurement policies 

and trends should also be considered at this point in the project.

2.2.3 Resource Requirements

The output of the resource planning process is a description of what types of 

resources are required and in what quantities for each element at the lowest level

of the work breakdown structure. The resource requirements documentation

should contain the following:

Resources required. 

Materials required. 

How the resources will be procured. 

Alternative strategies for critical resources.
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2.3 Cost Estimating

2.3.1 Cost Estimating Overview

Cost estimating involves developing an approximation of the costs of the 

resources needed to complete the project activities.

Cost estimating involves identifying and considering various costing alternatives.

In performing the cost estimating process, the work breakdown structure, resource 

requirements, the project schedule, project budget documentation will be drawn 

on.

Typical cost estimating process includes: 

Rough order of magnitude estimates.

Budgetary estimates (more detailed calculation). 

Definite estimates are an output of definition phase and provide the 

most accurate statement of available budget. 

In the context of HeBE projects the budgetary estimate is an output of the 

conception phase and is detailed in the project proposal.  Definite estimates are an 

output of the definition phase and are used as the basis for the budgeting of the 

project activities.

2.3.2 Return on Investment 

A return on investment calculation results in a value that represents the benefits

received from a project against the total cost of the project.   It is important to 

complete a return on investment analysis as it assists in evaluating the projects

overall worth and therefore assists in determining if pursuing the project is in the 

best interest of the organisation.  When calculating return on investment the 

following areas should be considered: 

Reasons for the project.

Impact of the project i.e. who will be affected by its results.

Overall budget and timeline.

Anticipated benefits (tangible and intangible). 

The best point to calculate potential return on investment is in the conception

phase of the project. 
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2.3.3 Developing Cost Estimates 

When developing cost estimates it is important that the following factors are 

considered:

The quality of the information determines the quality of the 

estimating process.

Estimates are developed in conjunction with the project team 

and/or suitably qualified experts. 

Estimates should not be overly optimistic as they may lead to large 

overspends on budget. 

There are different tools and techniques available for cost estimating:

Top-Down Estimating – also called analogous estimating,

involves using the actual cost of previous, similar projects as a 

basis for estimating the costs where there is a limited amount of 

detailed information about the project.  This is a form of expert 

judgement.

Bottom-up Estimating – this technique involves estimating the 

cost of individual activities or work packages and then 

summarising or rolling up the individual estimates into the total 

project cost.

Parametric Modelling – this involves using project characteristics

in a mathematical model to predict project costs.  The cost and

accuracy of parametric models depends on the quality of the 

information used in the modelling process, the scalability of the 

modelling process and the capacity to readily quantify the 

parameters used in the model. 
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Cost Estimates 

Cost estimates are quantitative assessments of the likely costs of the resources 

required to complete project activities. Costs must be estimated for all resources 

that will be charged to the project. 

Costs estimates are generally expressed in monetary terms.  Cost estimates should 

be accompanied by the following information:

A description of the scope of work estimated.

Documentation of the basis of the estimates – how the estimates

were arrived at.

Assumptions and constraints.

A range of costs.

Variances to the budget are managed through the project plan.
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2.4 Cost Budgeting

2.4.1 Cost Budgeting Overview

Budgeting involves allocating the overall cost estimates to individual 

activities or work packages to establish a cost baseline for measuring 

project performance.  In reality the budget may be created after the overall 

budgetary allocation for the project has been signed off. Ideally the 

budgeting exercise should be completed before sign-off.

In developing the budget, the cost estimates, work breakdown structure, 

project schedule and risk documentation are used to inform this process.

The output is a time phased budget that is used to measure and monitor

cost performance on the project.  Budgets generally include direct and 

indirect costs.

2.4.2 Contingency 

Contingency provides for unforeseeable elements of cost within the 

defined project scope which we know will happen but which we cannot 

quantify i.e. ‘known-unknowns’. Contingency is used to reduce the impact

of unplanned costs.

2.4.3 Types of Costs 

Direct Costs – apply directly to a specific task. 

Indirect Costs – overheads such as heat etc. 

Opportunity Costs – the cost of giving up the benefits of one project 

if another is selected. 

Sunk Costs – costs already expended in the project.
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2.5 Cost Control

2.5.1 Cost Control Overview

Cost control includes: 

Monitoring cost performance to detect and understand variances to 

the baseline.

Ensuring that all appropriate changes are recorded accurately in the 

cost baseline.

Preventing incorrect, inappropriate, or unauthorised changes from

being included in the cost baseline.

Informing appropriate stakeholders of authorised changes. 

Taking corrective action to ensure the budget is adhered to.

Cost control involves understanding why variances occur.  Cost control must be 

integrated with other control processes such as schedule, scope, and quality.

2.5.2 Performance Measurement

Performance measurement techniques help to assess the magnitude of any 

variations that do occur. Earned value management (EVM) is a useful tool to 

measure the performance of the project.  Earned value management integrates 

scope, cost and schedule measures to help assess project performance.  See 

tools/technique for calculations in assessment of project performance.
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3. Procedure

Step 1 Resource Planning 

Review the work breakdown structure, activity list, network diagram

and Gantt chart to understand the nature and extent of the work. 

Identify the knowledge and skills required. 

Match the skills and knowledge required against the work breakdown

structure and identify when and where human resources will be 

needed.

Identify and match the equipment and material required (type and 

quantity) against the work breakdown structure. 

Create a time-phased human, equipment and materials resource plan. 

Define resource alternatives - evaluate the procuring of services from

outside the organisation if appropriate. 

Identify how available resources could be deployed differently to 

accomplish project objectives. 

Document and obtain sign-off for resource plan. 

Step 2 Cost Estimating

Evaluate relevant historical project data.

Identify similar previous projects and obtain any relevant cost data.

Estimate project costs.

Obtain the appropriate rates for each major resource category.

Extend the costs per category by multiplying the rates for each

resource category by the cumulative resources per category to be 

applied to the project.

Sum the costs for the total project or project phase as required. 

Document supporting cost detail including calculations that were used 

in the estimating process.

Document all assumptions and their potential negative impact on the 

project cost estimates.

Apply cost control procedure. 
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Step 3 Cost Budgeting

Create a time phased budget baseline.

Summarise project cost estimates by time period.

Generate cash flow.

Identify items, that must be ordered in advance of their use or 

application to the project e.g. determine if tender process is needed and 

allocate resource costs to the process.

Determine when items must be ordered or purchased and itemise any 

differences with the cost budget. 

Step 4 Cost Control

Review the cost change procedures with the project team.

Require that all requests for changes to the budget baseline are 

managed correctly, through the formal channels, and logged. 

Periodically review the budget baseline to ensure that no unauthorised 

change has taken place.

Change requests are made to the Project Manager.

The Project Manager analyses the cost change request to determine:

— The reason for it.

— The impact it will have on scope, time and quality.

— The impact of not implementing the change.

The Project Manager prepares a formal change request.

The change request is submitted to the Project Chairperson/Lead

CEO.

The change request is accepted / rejected on referral to the HeBE 

Board.

The HeBE Board accepts/rejects request.

If accepted project documentation is updated.
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4. Tools /Techniques

4.1 HeBE Project Proposal Template 

A budgetary estimate is developed and incorporated into the project proposal 

template.

4.2 HeBE Programme/Project Budget Estimate Template 

This template is completed as part of the annual HeBE business plan development

process in respect of new and ongoing projects.

4.3 HeBE Programme/Project Resource Plan

As part of the resource planning process this template is completed.

4.4 HeBE Programme/Project Change Log 

All changes requests are logged. 

4.5 HeBE Programme/Project Change Request Template 

Where a change to cost is identified implement the change control system and 

complete the change request.

4.6 HeBE Programma/Project Issues Log 

Any issues relating to cost is recorded in the issues log.

4.7 Earned Value Management (EVM) 

Earned value management (EVM) integrates scope and schedule measures to help 

the project management team assess project performance.  Earned value involves 

calculating three key values for each activity as follows: 

Planned Value (PV)

The sum of budgets for all work packages scheduled to be 

accomplished within a given time period.  Can use total schedule or 

parts of schedule. 

Earned Value (EV)

The sum of budgets for completed work packages and completed 

portions of open work packages. 
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Actual Cost (AC)

The actual cost incurred in accomplishing the work performed within 

a given time period.

The above calculations can be used to calculate cost and schedule variances, cost 

to complete the project and many more.

Some of the calculations are as follows:

Cost Performance Index (CPI) 

The ration of budgeted costs to actual costs often used to measure the 

magnitude of cost overruns of cost savings.

CPI = EV/AC 

Cost Variance (CV) 

The difference between the budgeted and actual cost of work 

performed.

CV = EV – AC 

Schedule Performance Index (SPI) 

The ratio of work performed to work scheduled. 

SPI = EV/PV 

Schedule Variance (SV)

The difference between the scheduled completion of an activity or 

activities and the actual completion of that activity.

SV = EV-PV 

Estimate at completion (EAC) 

Actual Cost of work completed to date plus the costs for finish 

remaining work.

EAC = BAC (Budget at Completion)/CPI (Cost Performance Index). 

Estimate to completion (ETC) 

The cost of the work required to complete an activity, group of 

activities or the project.

ETC = EAC- AC 

Variance at Completion (VAC) 

The budget at completion (BAC) less the estimate at completion. A 

negative result indicates that the project is over budget.

VAC = BAC-EAC. 
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(Developed in consultation with key stakeholders) 

Project Title: [Click and enter title]

Section A Project Outline:

Project Rationale What is the business need for the project- background/context/why should it

be done - evidence supporting need.

Project Goal State the desired end result.

Broad Statement of Scope Identify what work (and only that work) which must be accomplished to

complete the project successfully.

Project Objectives State the objectives of the project in SMART terms.

Description of 

Product/Services

Outline brief description of product or service to be produced.

Anticipated Benefits Describe how things will be different if the project is successfully completed.

Who will benefit, how will they benefit, what is the gain?

Key Success Factors List the factors that will be used to determine the success of the project. ‘How 

do we know the project is successful?’

Quality Definition State the quality criteria against which the project will be measured.

Major Deliverables Specify the key deliverables en route to achieving the project and specify

final outputs/deliverables from the project.

Estimated Timeframe State the timeframes estimated for project completion.

Estimated Budget State the budget estimate required.

Constraints List the constraints that limit the project e.g. time cost, quality.

Assumptions List the assumptions that are made about the project. 

Potential Risks Identity the most serious potential risks.
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Section B Factors to address re: other projects and processes 

Project Dependencies Identify possible project dependencies.

Impact of project on other

processes

Identify the impact of the project on other processes.

Section C Structure/Personnel/Information Requirements 

Project Structure/

Personnel

Outline the project organisational structure and detail the skill mix/possible

personnel for the project.

Lead CEO:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Chairperson:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Project Manager:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Project Team:

Skill Mix   Nominees HeBE Nominee

   Confirmation

Information Requirements Describe the system of communication to be used and reporting mechanisms.

Section D HeBE Project Proposal Decision: 

Accepted  Rejected Further work required

Comments

Signed: ________________________

 On behalf of HeBE Board

Date: ______________________

On approval by HeBE Board of Project Proposal, this document now serves as the Charter for the

project.
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Programme/Project Title: [Click here and enter Title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start 

& End Date:

[Click and enter date] Programme Director: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Total

Budget:

[Click here and enter budget] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Budget xxxx 

Date of Report: [Click here and type name] Author: [Click here and type name]

Estimated Budget xxxx 

Pay Costs 

Post Title Grade Number Gross PRSI Total

Estimated Total Pay 

Non Pay Costs

Office Rental 

Light/Heat/Power

Printing & Stationary

Telephone Expenses

Communications

Travel & Subsistence

Professional Services 

Journals & Subscriptions 

National & International

Memberships

Staff Development /Training 

Meeting Expenses 

Office Expenses 

IT - Equipment 

IT – Support/Software 

Equipment/Furniture

Insurance

Miscellaneous

Other Expenses - Specify 

Estimated Total Non Pay 

Estimated Total Pay & 

Non Pay
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HeBE Programme/Project Resource Plan 

Programme/Project Title: [Click here and enter Title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start & End Date: [Click and enter start and end date] Programme Director: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Goal: [Click and enter start and end date] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Budget: [Click here and enter budget] Date of Report: [Click here and type name]

Rev No: [Click and enter number] Author: [Click here and type name]

Resource Type

Human Material

Resource

Quantity

Duration of

requirement

Unit Cost Total Cost

[Click here and type text] [Click here and type text] [Quantity] [Duration] [Cost] [Total Cost]
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HeBE Programme/Project Change Log 

Programme/Project Title: [Click and enter title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start & End 

Date:

[Click and enter start and end date] Programme Director: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Goal: [Click here and enter goal] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Budget: [Click here and enter budget] Date of Report: [Click here and enter date]

Author: [Click here and type name]

No Description of Change Date Scope Effect Cost Effect Schedule Effect Authorisation

Required

Yes/No

[No] [Description of Change] [Date] [Click here and type text] [Click here and type text] [Click here and type text] [Click here and type text]
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HeBE Programme/Project Change Request 

Programme/Project Title: [Click and insert title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start &

End Date:

[Click and insert start & end date] Programme

Director:

[Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Goal: [Click and insert goal] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Budget: [Click and insert budget] Date of Report: [Click here and enter date]

Rev No: [Click here and type text] Author: [Click here and type name]

Proposed Change Request

[Click here and type text]

Reason for Proposed Change

[Click here and type text]

Description of Proposed Change

[Click here and type text]

Implications of not Making the Change

[Click here and type text]

Anticipated Benefits of Change

[Click here and type text]

Impact on Scope 

[Click here and type text]
Impact on Schedule

[Click here and type text]

Impact on Quality

[Click here and type text]
Impact on Cost (Budget, Materials, Staffing)

[Click here and type text]

Impact on Risk – impact – scope, schedule, quality, cost and risk

[Click here and type text]

Alternatives- if any [Click here and type text] 

Requesters of Change

Submitted by: 

Project Manager __________________________

Date  _______________________

Project Chair  _________________________

Date __________________

Approved by: 

Lead CEO/HeBE Board________________________

Date____________________________
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HeBE Programme/Project Issues Log 

Programme/Project Title: [Click and enter title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start & End Date: [Click and enter start and end date] Programme Director: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Goal: [Click here and enter goal] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Budget: [Click here and enter budget] Date of Report: [Click here and enter date]

Author: [Click here and type name]

Date Issue Scope Cost Schedule Corrective Action

Required

Responsibility Last

Updated

[Date] [Click and type text] [Click and type text] [Click and type text] [Click and type text] [Click and type text] [Click and type text] [Date]
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1. Overview

1.1 Introduction 

Because of the unique and temporary nature of projects, projects carry a greater

level of risk than operations.

Risk may be defined as an uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs, 

has an adverse effect on the project objectives.

Risk management is the systematic process of identifying, analysing and 

responding to project risk.  Managing project risk is an integral part of good 

project management and critical to project success. The effect of not managing

project risk may result in:

Over budget. 

Over run.

Poor project performance.

Loss of reputation. 

The management approach to risk must be pro-active rather than reactive.

The key principle of risk management is to foresee problems before 

they occur and plan responses to them.

1.2 Levels of Risk 

In an organisational context, consideration is given as to whether the business of 

the organisation maybe described as risk adverse or risk prone.  This will 

influence the approach adopted to the management of risk.  Risk occurs at every 

level of an organisation - strategic, programme, project and operational level. 

Strategic Risk 

Strategic risk maybe described as risk to the business strategy of HeBE and is the 

concern and responsibility of the HeBE Board. 
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Programme Risk 

Risk at this level must be due to: 

Interdependencies between projects.

Overall resource levels. 

Changes in approved budget. 

Materials supply capability. 

The wider system - the political, economic, social, technological 

environment.

These risks affect many projects simultaneously, and are managed by the 

Programme Manager. 

Project risk

Risks at this level are threats to the success of a single project, and most often 

impact the principal areas of scope, time, cost, and quality. It may however impact

other knowledge areas at the same time. Risks that threaten the success of the 

project are the responsibility of the Project Manager. One of the key roles of the 

Project Manager is to influence risk out of the project before it actually happens.

Operational Risk 

The day-to-day operations of HeBE are also subject to risks. Matters such as 

health and safety, industrial relations are amongst the operational risks faced by 

HeBE.

The identification of risks at different organisational levels allows identification of

who has responsibility for the risk.

In this module the focus is on programme and project risk.
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1.3 Risk and the Project Life Cycle 

As projects are a unique undertaking they involve a level of uncertainty.  Projects 

are broken down into several phases – discrete but interconnected elements – to 

improve the management of risk and uncertainty over the life of the project.

These phases are collectively known as the project life cycle.  HeBE has adopted a 

four phase life cycle approach: Conception, Definition, Implementation and Close 

Out.  The process of risk management requires that risk is managed continuously 

throughout the life of the project. 

1.4 Risk Management

The goal of risk management is to identify project risks and develop 

strategies, which either significantly reduce them or take steps to avoid 

them altogether. 
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2. Theory 

2.1 The Process of Risk Management 

The diagram below shows the main steps of the risk management processes, 

which are detailed in the following sections.

Planning
Risk Management 

Deciding how to approach & plan the risk 
management activities.

The potential risks to the project are 
identified.

Identify

The severity and possible effects of the 
risks are assessed.

Analyse

Plan Reponses

Monitor and Control The risks that occur during the project 
(including new risks) are monitored and 
controlled.

The best action to mitigate the risk is 
identified and planned.

The risk management processes identify specific risks to the project, 

and plan for their occurrence

2.1.1 When to Identify and Analyse Risk 

The identification of risk should occur as early as possible – i.e. in the conception 

and definition phases. Risk analysis will be undertaken as part of the feasibility 

study and options appraisal, in determing the viability of a project and the best

option to take in proceeding or not proceeding with the project.

Risk identification requires an understanding of the project scope, objectives and 

deciding what may prevent the achievement of them.  The project proposal will 

set out the high level risks to the project. It will also identify the success criteria 

by which the project will be later judged. 
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In the definition phase, the Project Manager may - depending on the project – 

develop a separate risk management plan as part of the overall planning process.

The risk management plan describes how risk identification, analysis, response 

planning, monitoring and control will be structured and performed during the 

project life cycle. 

In the definition phase the Project Manager evaluates the project risk and develops 

a risk response plan. The risk response plan differs from the risk management

plan, as it addresses how individual risks will be responded to.  The risk 

management activities are incorporated into the work breakdown structure

(WBS). The Project Manager in ensuring that all elements of the project are 

addressed in terms of the identification of risk may amalgamate the risk into

categories relevant to the project, e.g. 

Technical risks, 

Delivery/Operational risks,

Business/Management risks, 

Cost risks, 

Schedule risks etc. 

The mapping of the risk scoring for these risks categories using a spider diagram

provides the Project Manager with a ‘whole’ project view of where the risks lie. 

As part of implementation phase these plans are executed. The process of risk 

identification and analysis is re-applied through the implementation phase of the 

project to re-evaluate project risk. 

Risk management is a continuous process that commences during the 

conception phase is elaborated in the definition phase, is monitored and 

controlled through out the remaining project life cycle, and contributes 

to the post project review.

In the context of a programme, the Programme Director may evaluate the 

programme risk before the project is initiated.

2.2 Risk Management Planning 

2.2.1 Risk Management Planning Overview

Risk management planning is the process of deciding how to approach and plan 

the risk management activities for the project.  It is important that this process is 

commensurate with both the risk and the importance of the project to the 

organisation.  It is undertaken by the Project Manager in collaboration with the 

project team and relevant key stakeholders. 
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The risk management plan sets out: 

The approach to be used to perform risk management in the 

project.

The roles and responsibilities in relation to each action of the risk 

management plan. 

The budget for risk management.

What scoring methods will be used in the risk analysis?

The threshold criteria for risk where required. 

The reporting format, and

How risk will be recorded.

The risk management templates are used. 

2.3 Risk Identification

2.3.1 Risk Identification Overview

Risk identification involves determining what risks might affect the project. 

2.3.1 Inputs to Risk Identification 

In identifying risks, a number of elements or inputs serve to enable a 

comprehensive identification of risk.  These include: 

Risk Management Plan. 

Project Proposal. 

Work Breakdown Structure (consider the risk to each work 

package, task/activity).

Schedule.

Budget.

Resource Plan. 

Procurement Plan (contractors and materials).

Risk Categories 

Risks that may affect the project may be organised into risk categories.  Risk

categories should reflect common sources of risk for the application area or 

business.
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Historical Information

Consider relevant experience from previous projects and any available published 

information from external sources. 

2.3.3 Risk Identification Methods 

The following methods can be used singly or in any combination to identify 

project risk.  Risk identification is iterative, and these methods maybe repeatedly 

applied.

Documentation Review – a structured review of the available 

project documentation.

Interviews – if possible, interview the stakeholders for their ideas 

on risks.

Assumptions Analysis – assumptions are made justifying the 

project and these should be examined to assess the likelihood of 

them being false.  These are stated in the project proposal.

Success Criteria – identify threats that will prevent the 

achievement of the project success factors as identified in the 

project proposal and consider them in order of priority for each 

project. The success criteria are set out in terms of cost, schedule, 

scope, quality, resources and improved performance. Most risks 

usually have an impact on more than one of these elements. The 

success criteria are the criteria against which the project will be 

judged on completion.

Brainstorming – the most frequently used technique and is best 

undertaken at a project team meeting.  Ideas should be freely generated

and accepted for later analysis.  It is important to find the root cause of

the risk, not just the effect.  See tools/techniques section on root cause 

analysis, cause and effect diagram.

Identification of risks within standard categories – Identify risk 

using standard categories as an aid to prompt thinking. Categories 

that maybe considered include: 

— Technical risks. 

— Delivery/Operational risks.

— Business/Management risks. 
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— Cost risks. 

— Schedule risks etc. 

It is not a requirement to have risks against all the standard categories. 

Check Lists – a specific checklist for previously encountered risks 

on similar projects.

2.3.4 Recording Risk

A table for recording project risks is called a risk log.  A risk log template is 

provided in the tools/techniques section. 

All identified risks must be recorded in the risk log.  Risks with a 

significant potential impact may cause immediate alteration of the 

project plan, and therefore another iteration of risk identification is 

required.

2.4 Risk Analysis

2.4.1 Risk Analysis Overview

Risk analysis involves assessing the probability of a risk occurring and its likely 

impact if it does occur. The analysis of risk helps identify those risks that should 

be managed aggressively.  The ranking or scoring of risk involves the following 

calculation

Risk ranking/scoring  = probability x impact. 

Risk probability is the relative chance of it occurring.

Risk impact is the effect it will have if it happens. 

Note that low probability risks are often high on impact! 
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2.4.2  Risk Ranking 

Probability X Impact = Ranking 

Identified risks must be ranked dependant on their probability and impact. The 

table illustrates this (H= High, M=Medium, L=Low).

Risk Probability Impact Ranking

H H or M H

M H H

H L M

M M M

L H M

M L L

L M or L L

Enter the risks with their probability and impact ratings into the risk 

log. Then multiply the probability and impact ratings to give an overall 

risk ranking.  Using the overall risk ranking to prioritise risks.

Alternatively the risk probability/impact matrix maybe used to establish risk 

ranking by placing each risk in its correct box in the grid.  The distribution of 

risks over this matrix gives an overall view of the project risk level.

It should be remembered that impact is more serious than probability in terms of 

its effect on the project.

Risks

High

RisksL
o

w

IM
P

A
C

T

M
ed

iu
m

Low

H
ig

h

Low Medium High

PROBABILITY
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If the risks have been categorised it is now possible to map the risk score for the 

totality of risks contained in each of the categories on to a spider diagram such as 

that set out in the tools/ techniques section of risk. 

2.5 Plan Responses

2.5.1 Plan Responses Overview

The risk analysis produces - 

A list of prioritised risks ready for response planning 

Risks in the ‘High’ boxes of the risk probability/impact matrix should be tackled 

first. Risks in the ‘Low’ boxes probably need no attention. Make certain that all 

the high risks have planned responses and costs.

2.5.2 Response Type 

Once the risks are identified, analysed and prioritised, a plan of action to manage

them is developed.  There are 5 response strategies. These are Avoidance, 

Transfer, Reduction, Contingency and Acceptance. If a risk has more than one 

response option, put multiple entries in the risk log.

Response

Strategy

Effect Reduces

Probability

Reduces

Impact

Avoidance This is proactive. Alter the Project

Plan to remove the risk or its causes 

completely. This may need client 

agreement.

Transfer Transfer risk to another party e.g. 

contract out. 

Reduction

(Mitigation)

This is proactive. Introduce

additional planning or resources to 

reduce the risk. 

Contingency This is reactive. Have a plan 

prepared that will only operate if

the risk happens.

Acceptance Do nothing, either because the 

probable effect of the risk is 

acceptable or there is no other 

possible option.
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2.5.2 Response Selection 

Select the response strategy more likely to be effective.  Primary

and back up strategies maybe selected. 

Do not dwell too long on the response strategy – it is more

important to record the details of the risk response. 

Responses should be consistent with the project priorities. For

example if the schedule is the top priority, try not to plan 

responses that will add time to schedule. 

Make certain that the response selected does not end up costing more 

time or money that the risk being addressed. It may be better to retain

the problem that the solution!

Assign responsibility for each response to named person. 

The same risk occurring at different times may require a different 

response. Note these as separate entries in the risk log. 

Given your planned risk responses, reassess the probability and

impact ratings for each risk. The aim is reduce each risk rating,

and therefore the overall project risk. 

The result of the response is incorporated into the project plan, to 

ensure that agreed actions are implemented and monitored as part 

of the ongoing project. 

Ensure the date of the last update is noted in the Risk Log. 

Use the project risk log contained in tools/techniques section to facilitate

analysis and response to risks. 

2.5.3 Risk Response Plan 

There may be single, high-ranking project risks that have such a significant impact

on the project; that they need to be reported singly to the Lead CEO/HeBE Board. 

These include risks that would: 

Completely halt or unacceptably delay the project, or 

Create a breech of legislation or law, or 

Make the planned scope impossible to deliver, 

Cause significant over expenditure. 
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To report individual risks to the Lead CEO/HeBE Board, use the 

project risk response plan in the tools/techniques section. This sets out a 

single risk in detail. If approved, this would almost certainly affect the

project plan. 

Preparation of the project risk response plan means that a contingency plan has 

been prepared that is ready to implement should the risk event occur. Obviously, 

this planning will often never be implemented.

There is a difference between a project risk response plan and a change 

request. The project risk response plan addresses an event that MAY 

happen and proposes measures that are therefore optional. The change 

request addresses alterations to the project that should produce a definite 

benefit. However, approval of either has a similar effect on the project. 

2.6 Monitor and Control 

2.6.1 Monitor and Control Overview

Risks change over time. Having created the risk log during the planning stage, 

these risks are monitored and controlled during the project execution. Update the 

risk log as old risks diminish and new risks appear. Reappraise the risk responses 

in the light of experience and progress. For a lengthy project, this should be done 

at least monthly.

Sort the risk log in order of reducing rank. Review and monitor risks in 

order of priority.
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3. Procedure

Step 1 Risk Management Plan 

Identify risks and incorporate these risks into the relevant section

of the project proposal. 

Consider the project in terms of risks, and importance to HeBE to 

determine the level and detail of the risk management planning 

required.

Develop a supporting risk management plan. 

Step 2 Risk Identification 

Identify risks to the project success criteria of cost, schedule, 

scope, quality, and resources. 

Examine the project plan elements for risks.

Undertake a brainstorming session with project team/stakeholders

Record all risks in the risk log. 

Risk that may affect the project maybe organised into categories. 

Step 3 Risk Analysis 

Determine the probability of each risk occurring.

Determine the impact of each risk. 

Determine risk ranking = probability x impact.

Prioritise risks by risk ranking. 

Create a ‘whole’ view of the project risks by mapping risk score 

for each category of risk using a spider diagram.

Step 4 Plan Responses 

Determine a response for each high and medium ranked risk.

Where more than one response is possible, duplicate the risk log 

entry.

Record the response strategy for each risk – Avoidance, 

Transference, Reduction, Contingency, Acceptance select 

response strategy most likely to be effective. 

 Develop specific actions to support the risk strategy.

Record the person responsible for each risk. 

Reassess the risk ranking after the response is determined.

Incorporate risk management activities into work breakdown 

structure.
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Step 5 Monitor and Control 

Update the risk log regularly and at least monthly (regularly 

depends on the project). 

Review all risks rankings and identify any new risks. 

Risks that have a high ranking, and where the response requires 

significant increase to the budget or schedule, should be reported 

to the Lead CEO/HeBE Board for approval using the project risk 

response plan. 

Where risks occur, invoke the response, and record any resultant 

effects in the change log.

Ensure that the date of the last update is noted in the Risk Log. 
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4. Tools/Techniques

4.1 HeBE Project Proposal Template 

Identify risks and incorporate these risks into the relevant section of the project 

proposal.

4.2 Root Cause Analysis 

In analysing the result of brainstorming or interviews, root cause analysis may be 

undertaken, root cause analysis is a technique to identify the ultimate cause of a 

problem and is accomplished by asking a series of “why questions” in relation to 

“why” the problem exists.

Through persisting in asking “why” in relation to each answer, the ‘symptoms’ or 

‘root cause’ is likely to be revealed at the lowest levels. There maybe more than 

one root cause as a result of this analysis. On identifying the root cause(s) an 

action plan can be put in place to solve the problem. Care should be taken at the 

outset to distinguish between cause and effect.

4.3 Cause and Effect Diagram

A cause and effect diagram is a method for understanding the relationship 

between the effects of a problem and its causes. These are called Ishikawa

diagrams, after the inventor, or fishbone diagram after their shape. They are useful 

for analysing the results of brainstorming or interviews. 

Use a fishbone diagram to map your identified risks with causes 

grouped into main and sub-causes. This diagram is best drawn by 

hand so that it can be readily revised. Remember that every risk has 

a cause and, if it occurs, a consequence.

A fishbone diagram is demonstrated on the next page. In this example, a project 

delay is due to the main cause of insufficient resources.
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Example Fishbone Diagram 

Committed to
other projects

Inadequate storage

Poor Supplier

Sickness

Holidays

Vandalism

Required skills
not available

Inadequate
training

Project requires
specialised skills

Defective
Materials

Insufficient
Resources

Manufacturing
fault

Risk:

Delay in

completion

A fishbone diagram is constructed as following:

1. Consider the main risks to the project, and draw each as a straight line 

from a central start point.

2. Consider the main reasons or causes for these risks, and draw each as a 

branch from its relevant risk.  If a cause affects more than one risk put it 

on the diagram twice. 

3. For each main cause, think of the contributory factors, or sub – causes. 

Draw these as twigs from the main branches. 

4. Move the sub-causes around the diagram until they demonstrate the best

cause/effect relationship.
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4.4 HeBE Programme/Project Risk Log

This log is used to record and rank all individual project risks. It should be 

commenced during the project planning and updated as the project proceeds. 

An appropriate person should be assigned to monitoring.

4.5 HeBE Programme/Project Risk Response Plan 

This report is used to advise the Lead CEO/ HeBE Board of a major risk and to 

seek authority for approval of the most appropriate response plan. It should only 

be used for very significant risks.

4.6 Spider Diagram 

Use the following ranking to determine the position of each category on the scale: 

High Risks = 2 increments

Medium Risks = 1 increment

Low Risks = .5 increment

The point at which the three categories meet is 0. 

Note: The diagram may be expanded to support additional categories.

Category 3 Category 2 

Category 1 
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HeBE Project Proposal
(Developed in consultation with key stakeholders) 

Project Title: [Click and enter title]

Section A Project Outline:

Project Rationale What is the business need for the project- background/context/why should it

be done - evidence supporting need.

Project Goal State the desired end result.

Broad Statement of Scope Identify what work (and only that work) which must be accomplished to

complete the project successfully.

Project Objectives State the objectives of the project in SMART terms.

Description of 

Product/Services

Outline brief description of product or service to be produced.

Anticipated Benefits Describe how things will be different if the project is successfully completed.

Who will benefit, how will they benefit, what is the gain?

Key Success Factors List the factors that will be used to determine the success of the project. ‘How 

do we know the project is successful?’

Quality Definition State the quality criteria against which the project will be measured.

Major Deliverables Specify the key deliverables en route to achieving the project and specify

final outputs/deliverables from the project.

Estimated Timeframe State the timeframes estimated for project completion.

Estimated Budget State the budget estimate required.

Constraints List the constraints that limit the project e.g. time cost, quality.

Assumptions List the assumptions that are made about the project. 

Potential Risks Identity the most serious potential risks.
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Section B Factors to address re: other projects and processes 

Project Dependencies Identify possible project dependencies.

Impact of project on other

processes

Identify the impact of the project on other processes.

Section C Structure/Personnel/Information Requirements 

Project Structure/

Personnel

Outline the project organisational structure and detail the skill mix/possible

personnel for the project.

Lead CEO:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Chairperson:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Project Manager:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Project Team:

Skill Mix   Nominees HeBE Nominee

   Confirmation

Information Requirements Describe the system of communication to be used and reporting mechanisms.

Section D HeBE Project Proposal Decision: 

Accepted  Rejected Further work required

Comments

Signed: ________________________

 On behalf of HeBE Board

Date: ______________________

On approval by HeBE Board of Project Proposal, this document now serves as the Charter for the

project.
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HeBE Programme/Project Risk Log 

Programme/Project Title: [Click and enter title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start & End Date: [Click and enter start and end date] Programme Director: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Goal: [Click and enter start and end date] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Budget: [Click here and enter budget] Date of Report: [Click here and enter date]

Author: [Click here and type name]

Please use the following system when scoring risk.  Select risk strategy most appropriate to risk event 

Rank each risk in terms of probability and impact, high medium or low Av  - Avoid

Assign the following scores to each ranking T - Transference

High – 3 (only enter the Number) M - Mitigate

Medium – 2 (only enter the Number) Ac  - Accept 

Low – 1 (only enter the Number) C - Contingency

A risk score (i.e. Probability x Impact) greater than 3 indicates a serious risk to the project.

No Risk Event Prob

(P)

Impact

(I)

 Score 

(P X I) 

Risk Strategy Risk Action Risk Status 

Open/Closed

Responsibility Last

Updated

[No] [Click here and type text] [Num] [Num] [Total] [Strategy] [Click here and type text] [Open/Close] [Click here and type text] [Date]
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HeBE Programme/Project Risk Response Plan

Programme/Project Title: [Click and insert title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start & End 

Date:

[Click and insert start & end date] Programme Director: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Goal: [Click and insert goal] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Budget: [Click and insert budget] Date of Report: [Click here and enter date]

Author: [Click here and type name]

Risk Log No. [Click here and type text] Risk Score: [Click here and type text]

Description of Identified Risk

[Click here and type text]

Response Plan

[Click here and type text]

Residual or Secondary Risks

[Click here and type text]

Impact on Scope 

[Click here and type text]
Impact on Resources - Budget, H.R., Materials

[Click here and type text]

Impact on Time

[Click here and type text]
Impact on Quality

[Click here and type text]

Date Submitted by Project Manager

Date: ______________________

Date Approved by Lead CEO/HeBE Board

Date: ______________________
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1. Overview

1.1 Why Manage Quality? 

One of the goals of all HeBE projects is to ensure that the objectives of the project are met on 

time, within budget and to the agreed quality standard. The quality standard should be defined

by the stakeholders at the beginning of the project and should satisfy the need for which the 

project was undertaken.

Quality management is best addressed by asking what do we want to know about quality.

Some answers include: 

Knowing that the work is being completed to an acceptable level of quality.

Showing that quality is improving (trend over time of quality performance).

Being able to compare a number of projects /service providers / consultants

using the same reference.

Getting value for money.

In subsequent tenders, having robust service provider’s quality performance

evaluation based on actual work delivered by outside consultants.

1.2 Principles of Project Quality Management

The following principles broadly represent the essence of quality assurance:

Ownership for Quality – ownership of the projects quality lies with the 

project stakeholders; responsibility lies with the Project Manager. 

Regular Reviews against the stated Project Objectives and

Deliverables – frequent reviews undertaken consistently by the Project

Manager in conjunction with the project team which contrast:- what is being 

delivered by the project, against what was stated would be undertaken and 

delivered at the outset of the project.

Communication – sharing of quality review findings.

Continuous Improvement – corrective actions, sharing lessons learnt with 

the project stakeholders. 

These principles of project quality management are important for all HeBE 

projects.
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2. Theory 

2.1 The process of Quality Management 

The diagram below shows the main steps of the quality management processes which are 

detailed in the following sections.

For each project, quality is built in and NOT bolted on! 

Monitoring the deliverables of the projects to ensure

that they comply with the specified quality standards.

Identifying the appropriate corrective action in the

event that the quality standards are not being satisfied. 

Quality Planning

Defining what quality standards are acceptable for

the project and determining how to satisfy these

quality standards.

Quality Assurance

Regularly reviewing the overall project delivery

throughout the project life cycle; ensuring that the 

identified quality standards are satisfied.

Quality Control 

2.2 Quality Planning

2.2.1 Quality Planning Overview 

Project quality planning involves defining what standards of quality must be achieved and 

how these standards of quality will be satisfied. Quality planning should be completed when 

the project proposal is being completed.

2.2.2 Inputs to Quality Planning

Quality Planning – a statement of the overall direction of the project with regard 

to quality.

HeBE Project Methodology Guide – the application of the methodology to the

project.

Scope Statement – the scope statement is a key output to quality planning as it 

documents both major deliverables and objectives which serve to define important

stakeholder requirements.

Description of Product/Service – as contained in the project proposal.

Standards/Regulations/ Legislation - standards, regulations or legislation that 

apply to the health service or the particular project area must be considered and 

adhered to. These issues must be taken into account when considering quality.
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Other Knowledge Areas - In considering project quality management, the other 

knowledge areas must also be taken into account. These areas may impact on 

quality planning. For example if consultants are recruited for a particular body of

work on the project, there may be issues regarding the quality of their work which 

may affect the overall project quality plan.

The primary benefit of meeting quality requirements is less rework. In effect this means higher 

productivity, lower costs, and increased stakeholder satisfaction.

Tools and techniques supporting quality planning include:

Benchmarking – this involves comparing actual or planned project practices to those of other 

projects to provide a standard by which to measure performance and to develop ideas for 

improving performance. 

Flowcharting – is used to help analyses how problems occur e.g. cause and effect diagrams,

process flowcharts.

Cost of Quality – this refers to the total cost of all the efforts involved to achieve product or 

service quality. The three types of cost involved include: prevention costs, appraisal costs and 

failure costs. 

The output of quality planning is a description of how the project management team will 

implement its quality policy.

2.3 Quality Assurance

2.3.1 Quality Assurance Overview

Quality assurance involves the overall management of quality issues through the project life 

cycle, to ensure that all deliverables are achieved to the defined quality standard. 

The tools relevant to quality assurance include: benchmarking, flowcharting, cost of quality as

well as quality audits. A quality audit is a structured review of the other quality management

activities. The purpose of undertaking a quality audit is to identify lessons learnt that will 

assist in improvement of performance of the project and of other projects. Through using the 

most common quality process of ‘continuous improvement’ quality auditing can play a 

significant role in improving quality.
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Brief Staff 

& Outside 

Consultants

Define Quality 

Standard
Quality

Product

CONTINUOUS

IMPROVEMENT

Corrective

Action Audit/Log Findings 

While there are clear benefits from completing the review, the greater gains are made when 

the audit results are shared and followed up with corrective action. 

The output of quality assurance are actions undertaken that increase the effectiveness and 

efficiency of the project.

2.4 Quality Control

2.4.1 Quality Control Overview

Project quality control involves monitoring the project results to ensure that they comply with 

the defined quality standards. It involves identifying ways to eliminate the causes of 

unsatisfactory results. Quality control is an ongoing activity performed through the life of the

project. Amongst the tools and techniques used for quality control is flowcharting and the 

more commonly used tool of inspection. Inspection includes activities such as reviews, walk 

throughs and audits undertaken to determine whether the results conform to requirements.

The outputs of quality control include actions that support quality improvement, rework and 

corrective or preventive action.
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2.5 The Triple Constraint 

The “Triple Constraint” of time, cost and scope are important when considering the project 

success criteria.

Completing the project to the requisite quality is also a key success criterion. 

Quality

€

Time

Cost

Scope

Quality can be impacted by changes in the areas of time and cost. If output (time) is to be 

increased, then it is likely that there will be a reduction in quality.

So what does it mean?

Don’t leave quality checking to the end. 

Review quality aspects of the projects regularly in order to: 

– identify issues which may effect the quality of the deliverables at an early

stage.

– have time to correct/resolve the existing quality issues. 

– stop them being repeated. 

Set out early in the project what is and is not expected as a standard.

Set out the success criteria.
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3. Procedure

Step 1 Quality Planning 

As part of the project proposal, the quality standards relevant to the project are 

set out. 

The project team, Project Manager and Project Chair reviews the quality

standards as set out and identifies any additional quality standard 

requirements.

Specify how these quality standards can be satisfied/delivered. 

Ensure that these quality standards are in line with those of HeBE.

When specifying quality standards the project team considers any relevant

legislation or regulations that may impact on the project deliverables. 

Step 2 Quality Assurance

Carry out the relevant scheduled or random audits. 

Apply the findings of the quality audit to the project through corrective

measures to improve performance.

Log quality related issues in the issues log.

Where necessary complete the change request template and follow the change 

control system procedure. 

Step 3 Quality Control

As the work packages are being completed and milestones achieved they are 

reviewed and measured against the deliverables specified in the project 

proposal to ensure that the actual deliverables match the specified 

deliverables.

Each work package is measured to ensure it is being delivered on time and 

within budget.

If the actual deliverables are not in line with the specified deliverables as set

out in the project proposal, then the appropriate corrective action is taken. 

Step 4 Project Team Meetings

The results and implications of the project quality reviews are communicated

by the Project Manager to the project team.  Quality should therefore be 

allocated time at project team meetings.
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4. Tools/Techniques

4.1 HeBE Project Proposal Template 

As part of the project proposal the quality section is completed.

4.2 HeBE Programme/Project Issues Log 

The Project Manager records all issues relating to quality in the issues log. 

4.3 HeBE Programme/Project Change Log 

All change requests are logged 

4.4 HeBE Programme/Project Change Request Template 

Where a change to quality is identified implement the change control system and complete the

change request template.

4.5 Cost/Benefit Analysis

Cost/Benefit is considered during planning to ensure the quality standard is adequate to the 

requirements of the project.

4.6 Benchmarking 

This involves comparing actual or planned project practises to those of other projects to 

provide a standard by which to measure performance and develop ideas for improving

performance.

4.7 Flowcharting

Is used to help analyse how problems occur e.g. cause and effect diagrams, process flowcharts.

4.8 Quality Audits/Reviews

Structured reviews of the defined quality standards are completed on all HeBE projects. The 

frequency of these reviews is dependent on the particular project. 
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HeBE Project Proposal

(Developed in consultation with key stakeholders)

Project Title: [Click and enter title]

Section A Project Outline:

Project Rationale What is the business need for the project- background/context/why should it

be done - evidence supporting need.

Project Goal State the desired end result.

Broad Statement of Scope Identify what work (and only that work) which must be accomplished to

complete the project successfully.

Project Objectives State the objectives of the project in SMART terms.

Description of 

Product/Services

Outline brief description of product or service to be produced.

Anticipated Benefits Describe how things will be different if the project is successfully completed.

Who will benefit, how will they benefit, what is the gain.

Key Success Factors List the factors that will be used to determine the success of the project. ‘How 

do we know the project is successful?’

Quality Definition State the quality criteria against which the project will be measured.

Major Deliverables Specify the key deliverables en route to achieving the project and specify

final outputs/deliverables from the project

Estimated Timeframe State the timeframes estimated for project completion.

Estimated Budget State the budget estimate required.

Constraints List the constraints that limit the project e.g. time cost, quality.

Assumptions: List the assumptions that are made about the project. 

Potential Risks Identity the most serious potential risks.
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Section B Factors to address re: other projects and processes 

Project Dependencies Identify possible project dependencies.

Impact of project on other

processes:

Identify the impact of the project on other processes.

Section C Structure/Personnel/Information Requirements

Project Structure/

Personnel

Outline the project organisational structure and detail the skill mix/possible

personnel for the project.

Lead CEO:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Chairperson:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Project Manager:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Project Team:

Skill Mix   Nominees HeBE Nominee

   Confirmation

Information Requirements Describe the system of communication to be used and reporting mechanisms.

Section D HeBE Project Proposal Decision: 

Accepted  Rejected Further work required

Comments

Signed: ________________________

 On behalf of HeBE Board

Date: ______________________

On approval by HeBE Board of Project Proposal, this document now serves as the charter for the

project.
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HeBE Programme/Project Issues Log 

Programme/Project Title: [Click and enter title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start & End Date: [Click and enter start and end date] Programme Director: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Goal: [Click here and enter goal] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Budget: [Click here and enter budget] Date of Report: [Click here and enter date]

Author: [Click here and type name]

Date Issue Scope Cost Schedule Corrective Action

Required

Responsibility Last

Updated

[Date] [Click and type text] [Click and type text] [Click and type text] [Click and type text] [Click and type text] [Click and type text] [Date]
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HeBE Programme/Project Change Log 

Programme/Project Title: [Click and enter title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start & End 

Date:

[Click and enter start and end date] Programme Director: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Goal: [Click here and enter goal] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Budget: [Click here and enter budget] Date of Report: [Click here and enter date]

Author: [Click here and type name]

No Description of Change Date Scope Effect Cost Effect Schedule Effect Authorisation

Required

Yes/No

[No] [Description of Change] [Date] [Click here and type text] [Click here and type text] [Click here and type text] [Click here and type text]
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HeBE Programme/Project Change Request 

Programme/Project Title: [Click and insert title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start &

End Date:

[Click and insert start & end date] Programme

Director:

[Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Goal: [Click and insert goal] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Budget: [Click and insert budget] Date of Report: [Click here and enter date]

Rev No: [Click here and type text] Author: [Click here and type name]

Proposed Change Request

[Click here and type text]

Reason for Proposed Change

[Click here and type text]

Description of Proposed Change

[Click here and type text]

Implications of not Making the Change

[Click here and type text]

Anticipated Benefits of Change

[Click here and type text]

Impact on Scope 

[Click here and type text]
Impact on Schedule

[Click here and type text]

Impact on Quality

[Click here and type text]
Impact on Cost (Budget, Materials, Staffing)

[Click here and type text]

Impact on Risk – impact – scope, schedule, quality, cost and risk

[Click here and type text]

Alternatives- if any [Click here and type text] 

Requesters of Change

Submitted by: 

Project Manager __________________________

Date  _______________________

Project Chair  _________________________

Date __________________

Approved by: 

Lead CEO/HeBE Board________________________

Date____________________________
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1. Overview

1.1 Introduction 

Human resource management focuses on the processes and procedures that 

are involved in organising and staffing the project teams along with the 

development of the team during the project’s life cycle. 

Project human resource management can be broken down into the following 

processes:

Organisational planning.

Staff acquisition. 

Team development.

Organisational planning involves identifying, documenting and assigning 

project roles, responsibilities and reporting relationships.  Staff acquisition

involves obtaining the human resources needed and having them assigned to 

and working on the project. Team development includes developing 

individual and group skills to enhance project performance.

Successful project management, regardless of the organisational structure, is 

only as good as the Project Manager and the individuals on the project team.

It is imperative, therefore in the conception phase that the staffing 

requirement for the project is carefully considered prior to their inclusion in 

the project proposal to the HeBE Board. In the definition phase, the staffing

resource is considered as to how and when human resources will be brought

onto or taken off the project team and the identification of the contribution

each individual or group will make in the achievement of specific activities

and work packages The training and development needs of the team are 

identified, planned for and activated to enable successful delivery of the 

project objectives. 

The key outputs of human resource management include: 

Identification of staffing requirements.

Roles and responsibilities of the project team.

Project organisation chart. 

Human resource management ensures that processes and 

procedures are in place to make effective use of the people 

involved with the project. 
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2. Theory 

2.1 The Process of Human Resource Management 

The diagram below shows the main steps of the human resource 

management processes, which are detailed in the following sections.

Organisational Planning 

Staff Acquisition 
Getting the required staff assigned to 

and working for the project.

Planning for who needs to be engaged to

deliver the project.

Leadership Skills/Team

Development
Developing the project team 

2.2 Organisational Planning

2.2.1 Organisational Planning Overview 

Organisational planning involves identifying, documenting and assigning 

project roles, responsibilities and reporting relationships. Organisational 

planning is closely linked to, and is an aid in assessing the communication

requirements of the project. 

HeBE has set out the roles, responsibilities and reporting relationships of the 

Lead CEO, Programme Chairperson, Programme Steering Committee,

Programme Sub-Committee, Programme Director, programme team, Project

Chairperson, Project Manager, Project Worker and project team in respect 

of its programmes and projects. These are contained in the tools/techniques

section along with the organisational chart supporting HeBE’s programmes

and projects. 

The roles, responsibilities and reporting relationships are standard for HeBE 

programmes and projects, however, depending on the project, they may

require further consideration - refinement/elaboration; which is undertaken 

as part of the development of the project proposal.
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2.2.1 Responsibility Accountability Matrix (RAM) 

The development of a responsibility accountability matrix sets out the 

contribution of individuals or groups for specific activities or work packages 

of the work breakdown structure in enabling its successful completion.  In 

developing the RAM, consideration is given as to how and when human

resources will be brought onto or taken off the project team. The 

development of the RAM occurs in the definition phase as part of scope 

definition in the development of the project plan. The RAM provides a 

useful monitoring tool for monitoring and assessing how well 

responsibilities are undertaken and completed. The template provided 

enables the easy development of the RAM, which may also be tailored to 

the particular project requirements (RAM template in tools/techniques

section).
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2.3 Staff Acquisition

2.3.1 Staff Acquisition Overview

Staff acquisition involves obtaining the human resources needed to fulfil the 

projects requirements.

As part of the staff acquisition process, the identification of the required 

skill-mix and number of personnel is established in the conception phase of 

the project and contained in the project proposal, which is submitted to the

HeBE Board for approval. The HeBE Board in identifying the appropriate 

project personnel have regard to the experience/expertise and interest of 

personnel in the particular area, their availability for the period required to 

deliver the project and their ability to work as part of a team. Once the 

project personnel have been confirmed by the HeBE Board, the project 

personnel are notified.

2.4 Leadership Skills/Team Development 

2.4.1 Leadership Skills/Team Development Overview

Building a good team is perhaps the single most important thing a Project 

Manager and Chair can do to achieve a successful project. With the right 

attitude a team will overcome almost any difficulty to succeed in its goals.

Leadership skills involve enhancing the ability of stakeholders to contribute 

to the project as well as enhancing the ability of the team to function as a 

team.

Good leadership skills involve: 

Generating shared belief in the value and achievability of the 

project goal. 

Developing awareness of the value of the individual’s own 

role and contribution. 

Recognition of the value of other team members.

Developing a desire to work collaboratively. 

Supporting each other in the recognition that the team’s

success requires all members to be successful.

Coaching rather than bossing. 
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Listening to ideas and advice from other team members.

Making time to communicate with other team members.

Celebrating successes. 

2.4.1 Building Effective Teams

Building an effective team should start as soon as the project commences 

(or even before the individuals join the project). Key messages to convey to 

all team members at the outset include:

What the projects objectives are. 

What the end result should look like. 

The value it will provide to the organisation.

The approach the project will take (work-streams, timing,

use of technology etc). 

The style and culture the team is expected to adopt.

Why each individuals co-operation is vital and of great 

value.

The HeBE ‘Way of Working’. 

There will be a significant number of things that team members will need to 

understand, e.g. 

Logistics – their work base, project manager’s base. 

Budgetary issues.

Who they report to and how. 

What they have to do. 

Where to find information, documentation, advice etc. 

Reporting of issues, difficulties. 

Behavioural norms.

Use of software, other equipment.

Building a good team spirit involves: 

Promoting the right attitudes and behaviours: team spirit, 

collaboration, sharing knowledge, focus.

Continually communicating understanding of the projects in 

all aspects. 

Providing guidance – steering thinking, intercepting 

potential problems, coaching individuals. 

Avoiding the pitfall of too many meeting and not enough 

communication of routine work.
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The best team culture develops where each team member recognises that

everyone else has important value to contribute. 

Team Effectiveness and Team Roles and Behaviours 

The research of Dr. Meredith Belbin (1981, 1993) suggests that a key 

element for effective team functioning is the requirement of balance in 

terms of team roles or behavioural roles. Belbin defined team role as ‘a 

tendency to behave, contribute and interrelate with others in a particular 

way’.  Belbin’s team roles describe a pattern of behaviour in relationship to 

another in facilitating the progress of a team.

Belbin described these patterns of behaviours under nine team roles of: 

Implementer

Team

Worker Completer

Finisher

TEAM

ROLES  Shaper Chair

Resources

Investigator

Monitor

Evaluator

Plant

A balanced team, Belbin suggests is one in which all the team roles are 

found to be either a primary or secondary strength of individual members.

The behavioural roles identified by Belbin as necessary for effective teams

include those of: 
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Chair (CH) 

Makes the best use of team resources. 

Recognises the team’s strengths and weaknesses. 

Controls the team to achieve team objectives. 

Is calm, controlled and confident, but not necessarily

creative.

Plant (PL) 

Puts forward ideas and looks for innovative approach. 

Is individualistic, unorthodox and inclined to disregard 

practical details. 

Resource Investigator (RI) 

Maintains external contacts which may be useful to the 

team.

Reports on ideas, developments and resources outside the 

group.

Is extroverted, enthusiastic and liable to lose interest once 

the initial fascination has passed. 

Team Worker (TW) 

Fosters team spirit, helps communications and supports 

members.

Understands team members’ limitations and builds on team

member suggestions. 

Tends to be mild, sensitive and indecisive in moments of 

crisis.

Monitor Evaluator (ME) 

Ensures that everything is evaluated. 

Wants the project team to make a balanced decision. 

Tend to be sober, prudent and lacking ability to motivate 

others.
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Implementer (IMP) 

This individual is good at implementation.

Turns ideas and plans into practice and will carry out an 

agreed.  Plan in a systematic and effective pattern.

Tends to be conservative and predictable.

Is unresponsive to unproved ideas.

Sharper (SH) 

Shapes the way that the team effort is applied.

Imposes some pattern to group discussions.

Ensures that attention is directed to the setting of objectives 

and priorities.

Tends to be highly-strung, dynamic, impatient and prove to 

provocation.

Completer Finisher (CF)

Maintains a sense of urgency and progress within a team.

Checks every detail to ensure that nothing is omitted or done 

that should not be done. 

Is conscientious, painstaking and worries over little things. 

Specialist (SP) 

Single minded, self-starting, dedicated. 

Provides knowledge and skills in rare supply. 

Tends to contribute only on a narrow front and overlooks the 

broader picture. 

A team which has at least one person possessing one or more of these 

characteristics has the potential to be effective.

The work of Myers-Briggs and Belbin have been used in organisations for 

improving such areas as team building.

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) is a system of personality evaluation 

based on the psychological type theories of the psychologist Carl Jung and 

later developed by Isabel Briggs and Katherine Myers. The MBTI puts 

forward sixteen ‘personality types’, each with their own different strength,

weaknesses and preferences in life. Each ‘type’ is given a four-letter name,

e.g. ENFP (Extrovert, Intuitive, Feeling, Perceiving). A questionnaire is 
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completed which is then scored and discussed in order to ascertain with the 

individual whether the resulting personality type is a ‘good fit’. 

2.4.2 Team Identity

One of the key elements in building an effective team is the development

within the team of a perceived identity – enabling the team to work together

using a common set of values/norms to deliver the projects objectives. The 

development and forming of team identity and development of shared 

values takes time. Project teams typically go through five stages: 

Forming: this is the stage when the team comes together usually with high 

motivation, unsure of each other. 

Storming: as the team begins to work together, difference will emerge

which may lead to arguments, conflict and may cause effectiveness of the 

team to fall.

Norming: accommodations are approved at through negotiation, 

compromise and finding areas of commonality. The team develops a sense 

of identity and shared values/norms.

Performing: the team works effectively for the projects duration. 

Mourning: As the team reaches the end of its task the team regrets the 

ending of the task and the breaking up of the relationships formed (Turner). 

The five stages reflect varying levels of effectiveness of the project team

with – the most effective level being the performing stage. The task is to 

bring the team to this stage as quickly as possible and maintain this level 

until project completion.
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Team Effectiveness 

Indicators of team effectiveness include:

Attendance: low absenteeism, sickness, accident rates, work 

interruptions and labour turnover. 

Goal Clarity: individual targets are set, clearly understood 

and achieved; the aims of the group are understood; each 

member has a clear knowledge of the role of the group. 

High outputs: high commitment to goal achievement, a 

search for real solutions, analytical, critical problem solving 

using all knowledge and skill, the search for widely tested

and supported solutions. 

Strong group cohesion: openness and trust among members,

sharing of ideas and knowledge, lively and constructive 

meetings, shared goal. 
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3. Procedure

Step 1 Organisational Planning 

HeBE has set out the roles, responsibilities and accountabilities of 

programme/project staff and associated teams which is contained in the 

tools/techniques section. 

The core organisational structure in respect of HeBE programmes and 

projects is also set out in the tools/techniques section. 

The Programme Director/Project Manager links with HeBE in the 

establishment of the appropriate programme/project structure and the 

induction of project personnel in the HeBE ‘Way of Working’.

The roles, responsibilities and accountabilities of the differing

personnel are outlined at the initial project kick-off meeting as part of 

the induction process. 

As part of the definition phase the Project Manager develops a 

responsibility accountability matrix in respect of the work packages and 

activities of the work breakdown structure. 

Step 2 Staff Acquisition 

The proposal developed by the HeBE Board nominee(s) in consultation 

with key stakeholders is submitted to the HeBE Board. Contained in 

this proposal is the skill mix requirements and quantity with possible 

proposed nominees for the project. In addition external consultancy 

service requirements are identified together with associated budgeted. 

Where project support staff are required then the number and grade are 

identified with associated spend. 

The HeBE Board in authorising the project, identifies and confirms the 

required personnel for the project. It confirms the full time or part time

input of staff to the project. The HeBE Board where appropriate 

confirms the Project Manager or authorises the recruitment/secondment

of a part time or dedicated Project Manager to the project. In addition 

the Board assigns a Lead CEO. 

The CEO of the respective nominees communicates to the nominee

their nomination onto the project. 

HeBE central support services confirms in writing to the nominee

their involvement in the project. 
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The recruitment process is co-ordinated through HeBE central 

support services in accordance with the HeBE recruitment

guidelines.

Where the nominee is outside of the health boards pool, e.g., 

Voluntary Organisations, Department of Health and Children, HeBE 

formally communicates with the organisation seeking appropriate 

representation and participation on the project team.

External services that are needed from outside vendors/3
rd

parties/contractors are subject to the standards as per 

procurement/HR recruitment practices.

Step 3 Leadership Skills/Team Development

At the initial Project Team Meeting, the Project Manager and Lead CEO linking 

with the Projects Development Manager communicates to the project team vital

information in relation to the project. This includes: 

What the projects objectives are. 

What the end result should look like. 

The value it will provide to the organisation.

The approach the project will take (work-streams, timing, use of 

technology etc). 

The style and culture the team is expected to adopt.

Why each individuals co-operation is vital and of great value.

The HeBE ‘Way of Working’. 

In addition the Project Manager communicates with the team members to enable 

team members to understand important operational factors, such as: 

Logistics – their work base, project manager’s base. 

Budgetary issues.

Who they report to and how. 

What they have to do. 

Where to find information, documentation, advice etc. 

Reporting of issues, difficulties. 

Behavioural norms.

Use of software, other equipment.

Training in the HeBE ‘Way of Working’ is provided to project 

members and project staff who are encouraged to avail of this.

The Project Manager identifies any further training needs the team may

have in enabling the achievement of the project objectives and arranges 

appropriate training in consultation with the Project Chair.
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4. Tools/Techniques

4.1 Roles, Responsibilities and Reporting Relationships 

Lead CEO

Role

— All the work of HeBE is divided up amongst its members.  A 

Lead CEO is appointed by the Board to take designated 

responsibility for specified portfolios, programmes and/or 

projects of HeBE. 

Responsibility

— Overseeing the development and management of specified 

portfolios, programmes, and projects. 

— Serving as the interface between the portfolio, programme,

project and the Board of HeBE. 

— Providing leadership to the portfolio, programme and project. 

— Chairing the meetings of Programme Steering Committees. 

— Ensuring the strategic policy and objectives of HeBE are 

advanced by the programme/ project. 

Accountable to 

— The Board of HeBE. 

Programme Chairperson

Role

— A Chairperson is appointed to each programme. In the case of 

HeBE Programmes, the Lead CEO will serve as the Chair of

the Programme Steering Committee.

—

Responsibility

— Overseeing the development and management of the 

programme.

— As Lead CEO serves as the interface between the programme

and the Board of HeBE. 

— Providing leadership to the programme.

— Chairing the meetings of the Programme Steering Committee.

— Ensuring the strategic policy and objectives of HeBE are 

advanced by the programme.

— Ensuring the programme direction is consistent with the overall

strategy of HeBE. 
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Accountable to 

— The Board of HeBE. 

— Close working relationship with the HeBE Director. 

Programme Steering Committee

Role

— The Programme Steering Committee is appointed by the Board 

of HeBE to deliver the objectives of the programme.

Responsibility

— Interpreting and articulating programme policy approved by the 

HeBE Board.

— Programme governance, management and control. 

— Developing the overall programme plan including the business 

case for investment.

— Recommending the overall programme plan and annual 

business plan to the Board. 

— Ensuring programme objectives are met.

— Ensuring programme’s direction is consistent with overall 

organisational strategy. 

— Prioritising and allocating available funding for the 

programme.

— Monitoring and evaluating programme implementation.

— Agreeing annual report of the programme. 

— Signing off on programme accounts for the Board. 

— Ensure key intra and inter programme linkages and 

dependencies are identified and maintained.

— Manage programme level issues and risks. 

Accountable to 

— To the Board of HeBE through the Lead CEO/ Programme

Chairperson.
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Programme

Role

— Groups may be established by the Executive to support, advice 

or quality assure the work of particular programme.

    Responsibility 

— Activities as defined by the Executive. 

Accountable to 

— Programme Steering Committee or Programme Chair or 

Programme Executive Head. (Depending on the role of the 

group).

Programme Sub-Committee 

Role

— HeBE Programmes may establish Sub-Committees, drawn 

from the Programme Steering Committee, to support the

Steering Committee and the Programme Executive Head in 

delivering on the programme. 

Responsibility

— Supporting the Steering Group and the Programme Executive 

Head as defined in the establishment of the Sub-Committee.

Accountable to 

— Programme Steering Committee.

Programme Director

Role

— HeBE will appoint a Director to each Programme. The Director 

will be the accountable for the programme and will be its Chief 

Officer.

Responsibility

— Effectively implementing the programme. 

— Overall management, co-ordination, control and delivery of the 

programme within the guidance of the Executive and the HeBE 

Director.

— Management of all programme projects as well as both intra 

and inter programme/project linkages. 
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— Management of programme staff and budget. 

— Liaison with the HeBE Board, Department of Health and 

Children and other relevant agencies with regard to the work of 

the programme.

Accountable to 

— Lead CEO/ Programme Chairperson

— HeBE Director in relation to

- Employment conditions. 

- Budget.

- Method of working. 

- Corporate Requirements.

Programme Team 

Role

— Programme staff may be appointed to support the work of the 

Programme Director, and the programme’s project teams, as 

they undertake the work of the programme. 

Responsibility

— Work as defined in their job descriptions. 

Project Chairperson

Role

— The Executive will appoint a Project Chairperson (who may or 

may not be the Lead CEO) to each project. The Project Chair 

will be responsible for overseeing the delivery of the project.

Responsibility

— Chairing Project meetings in support of effectively meeting

project objectives. 

— Ensuring the project is progressing in line with its stated 

objectives and timescales and that the project is managed

according to the HeBE Project Management approach. 

— Monitoring the project disciplines of timescale, budget, quality 

and deliverables. 

— Ensuring the Lead CEO is kept abreast of all key developments

in the project.

Accountable to 

— The Lead CEO. 
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— Close working relationship with the HeBE Director/ 

Programme Director.

 Project Manager

Role

— A full or part time Project Manager will be appointed to each 

project.

Responsibility

— Working with the Project Chairperson to meet the project 

objectives.

— Managing the work of the project according to The Health 

Boards Executive – Project Methodology Guide 

— Harnessing the expertise of the project team to deliver on 

project objectives. 

— Developing the project plan/work breakdown structure. 

— Managing the project disciplines concerning timeframes,

budgets, quality and deliverables. 

— Managing project resources. 

Accountable to 

— Project Chair in relation to the work of the project. 

— Director of HeBE in relation to: 

- Employment conditions. 

- Budget.

- Method of working. 

- Corporate Requirement.
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Project Worker

—

—

Role

— While project team members are the principal project workers,

HeBE may appoint a full time project worker to provide 

additional support to the work of the project. 

Responsibility

— Work as defined in their job descriptions. 

Accountable to 

— Project Manager.

Project Team 

Role

The project team is appointed to deliver on the objectives of 

specific HeBE projects.

Projects are the fundamental delivery mechanisms for the 

work of HeBE. Project team members are appointed by the

Board of HeBE and selected for the expertise they can bring

to the project rather than being representatives of their 

organisations. Project team members deliver on the

objectives of the project. 

Responsibility

— Providing expertise to the project. 

— Delivering on the Project objectives by undertaking and 

completing packages of work or tasks as allocated by the 

Project Manager and in accordance with the Health Boards 

Executive - Project Methodology Guide. 

— Ensuring assigned tasks are completed to the standard required. 

— Maintaining personal involvement in the project, including 

attendance at project meetings.

Accountable to 

— Project Chairperson
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4.2 Project Organisational Chart 

As part of organisational planning HeBE has set out the project organisational 

chart for stand alone projects and the programme organisational chart that it 

adopts for its programmes and projects.

Project Structure for Stand Alone Projects 

Project Team Members

Project Chair
Project Manager

Lead CEO 

HeBE Board 

Programme Structure 

Members Members Members Members

HeBE Board

Programme Chair/Lead CEO
Programme Director

Programme Chair/Lead CEO
Programme Director

Project 1 Project 2 Project 1 Project 2 

* Project Chair
Project Manager

* Project Chair
Project Manager

* Project Chair
Project Manager

* Project Chair 
Project

Project Team Project Team

A Project Manager may manage more than one project

Project Team Project Team
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4.3 HeBE Project Proposal Template 

The project structure/personnel section of the template is completed as part of the 

project proposal development.

4.4 Responsibility/Accountability Matrix (RAM)

This template is completed in the definition phase as part of the scope definition.
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HeBE Project Proposal
(Developed in consultation with key stakeholders) 

Project Title: [Click and enter title]

Section A Project Outline:

Project Rationale What is the business need for the project- background/context/why should it

be done - evidence supporting need.

Broad Statement of Scope Identify what work (and only that work) which must be accomplished to

complete the project successfully.

Project Goal State the desired end result.

Project Objectives State the objectives of the project in SMART terms.

Description of 

Product/Services

Outline brief description of product or service to be produced.

Anticipated Benefits Describe how things will be different if the project is successfully completed.

Who will benefit, how will they benefit, what is the gain.

Key Success Factors List the factors that will be used to determine the success of the project. ‘How 

do we know the project is successful?’

Quality Definition State the quality criteria against which the project will be measured.

Major Deliverables Specify the key deliverables en route to achieving the project and specify

final outputs/deliverables from the project.

Estimated Timeframe State the timeframes estimated for project completion.

Estimated Budget State the budget estimate required.

Constraints List the constraints that limit the project e.g. time cost, quality.

Assumptions List the assumptions that are made about the project. 

Potential Risks Identity the most serious potential risks.
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Section B Factors to address re: other projects and processes 

Project Dependencies Identify possible project dependencies.

ct on other

processes

Identify the impact of the project on other processes.

Section C Structure/Personnel/Information Requirements 

Project Structure/

Personnel

Outline the project org

personnel for the project

anisational structure and detail the skill mix/possible

.

----------------------------------------

hairperson:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

roject Team:

  Nominees HeBE Nominee

   Confirmation

Lead CEO:

----------------------------------------------

C

--

Project Manager:

------------------------------------------

P

Skill Mix

Information Requirements Describe the system of communication

H

Accepted Rejected  Further work required

Comments

igned: ____________S _______

ehalf of HeBE Bo

Date: _____________________

_____

 On b ard

_

On approval by HeBE Board o Project Proposal, this document now serves as the charterf

p

Impact of proje

to be used and reporting mechanisms.

Section D eBE Project Proposal Decision:

 for the

roject.
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1. Overview

1.1 Introduction 

Effective and efficient communications is a vital element of ensuring project

success.

In order for communications to be effective, it needs to be both clear 

and concise with the appropriate level of detail.  Communications 

should be delivered on time and be appropriate to the interests and 

needs of the project participants and stakeholders.  It is important that 

mutual understanding of content and conclusions is promoted.

Communications planning allows full consideration to be given, on how to 

communicate efficiently and effectively with the various constituents.

Effective communication means providing information:

That gives the right message.

In the right format.

At the right time.

With the right impact.

Efficient communication means providing the information that is needed, and 

nothing more.

1.2 Communication Methods

One of the prime responsibilities that the Project Manager has, is to ensure that all 

stakeholders have the information they require on the project at all times.  The 

Project Manager must ensure that he/she has the appropriate channels established 

so that information can be issued to or received from the individuals involved.

Traditionally there are four methods of communication that are in common use: 

Written.

Oral.

Formal.

Informal.

Moreover, since it is generally accepted that Project Managers spend in excess of 

75% of their time communicating, it is important that they have an appreciation of 

the techniques, and are aware of when it is appropriate to use each form.
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Formal Communications

There are various mechanisms used to facilitate formal communication on 

projects.  More often than not, formal communications are written records of what 

has happened on the project – these are generally logged in the project file.

Therefore it is appropriate to use formal communications when dealing with 

contractual issues, procurement, recruitment along with the various update reports 

required periodically for the project. 

Informal Communications

It is generally accepted that Project Managers use informal communication most

often, when managing projects.  This can take the form of presentations,

discussions or indeed informal notes / emails.

It is vital that the Project Manager recognises when it is appropriate to use 

informal communication methods throughout the project life cycle.  Influencing, 

negotiating and managing conflict invariably involves an informal approach 

complimented with formal notifications.  This form of communication is by far 

the most frequent.  It comes naturally to us all (to a greater or lesser extent), and 

can be a more effective method, in many instances, than the adoption of more 

formal techniques.

It is important to note that all project documentation is subject to the 

Freedom of Information Act. 

1.3 Key Points

The Process of Communications Planning 

The process steps are: stakeholder identification, stakeholder 

assessment, communications planning, information distribution, 

project performance reporting and administrative closure. 

Communications planning runs continuously during a project. 

Stakeholder Identification

All project stakeholders should be quickly identified and listed. 

Stakeholders should then be assessed as to their interest and 

possible impact on the project, along with their level of authority. 
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Stakeholder Assessment 

Managing and communicating with stakeholders is determined by 

assessing each of their perspectives and involvement in the project 

coupled with their role and responsibilities in relation to the 

project.

Stakeholders can be organised into groups to determine standard 

patterns of mandatory, informational and marketing

communication.

Communications Planning 

Determine the information and communication needs of the 

stakeholder by asking who, what, when and how questions. 

Adhere to formal HeBE communication requirements.

Information Distribution 

Make needed information available - whether planned or unexpected - 

to project stakeholders in a timely manner, through appropriate 

channels, having regard to HeBE policy. 

Project Performance Reporting

Use team briefings to update project information and progress 

reports.

HeBE templates enable structured communication as required by 

HeBE.

HeBE sets out formal project reporting requirements. 

The Project Manager determines and institutes additional reporting

requirements as necessary to the project.

Administrative Closure

The final project report along with all relevant supporting 

documentation is submitted to the HeBE Board for sign-off.

A post project review is conducted on completion of all HeBE 

projects.
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1.4 Communication and Project Life Cycle 

Once an idea for a project is developed and agreed, the HeBE project proposal 

template is completed, in collaboration with the key stakeholders.  The project

proposal is signed off by the HeBE board.  This document becomes a key 

communications tool. 

Planning the project involves identifying the key stakeholders, establishing the 

communication requirements and generating a project’s contact list.  This list 

should be continually maintained throughout the project.

The typical communication channels/processes include project team meetings,

progress reports, quarterly status reports, directors reports, and annual report.

The close out phase includes the presentation of the final project report to the 

HeBE Board.  A post project review is undertaken with the key stakeholders and 

the lessons learnt are formally documented and communicated. 

Throughout the project, the Project Manager is responsible for effective 

communications.
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1.5 Communication Levels and Style 

The diagram below is a simplified representation of the different communication

requirements of the various stakeholders with whom the Project Manager must

communicate.

The detail and style of communication will differ between levels.

Generally, the higher the level of communication, the less detail is 

required.  HeBE project management templates should be used at all 

times.
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Project Chair
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Project Manager
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Detailed

Information

With all types and levels of communication, always check for feedback 

and understanding.  Just because you have written it or said it does not

make it understood.
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2. Theory 

2.1 The Process of Communications Management 

The diagram below shows the main steps of the communications management

processes, which are detailed in the following sections. 

Stakeholder Identification

Communication Planning

Performance Report 

Administrative Closure 

Assess the stakeholders in relation to

interest and impact on the project.Stakeholder Assessment

Collect and disseminate performance

information.

Making needed information available to

the project in a timely manner.

Final closure on all HeBE projects

should entail a project review.

Information Distribution 

Determine communication needs of 

each stakeholder detailing frequencies

and format.

Identification all project stakeholders.

2.1.1 When to Plan Communications 

Communications planning should be undertaken as an integral part of the overall 

project plan and should be continually reviewed throughout the life cycle of the 

project.
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2.2 Stakeholder Identification

2.2.1 Stakeholder Identification Overview

Stakeholders are individuals and organisations who are involved in or 

may be affected by the project activities’ or people who have a vested 

interest in the outcome of the project. 

When reviewing stakeholders, typically, these fall into two groupings — primary

stakeholders and secondary stakeholders.  Primary stakeholders are those

individuals/groups who have a direct interest in the project; secondary 

stakeholders are those who have an indirect interest in the project.  The detail and 

frequency of information required is somewhat determined by whether they are in 

the primary or secondary stakeholders category. 

One important point to keep in mind is that it is not unusual for 

stakeholders to switch from being primary to secondary or indeed vica 

versa during the project. 
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2.3 Stakeholder Assessment

2.3.1 Stakeholder Assessment Overview

Each stakeholder identified for the project may be assessed for: 

Their level of interest in the project.

Their possible impact on the project, or their ability to affect the 

outcome.

Their communications needs.

By simple analysis of interest and impact, plot the stakeholders into groups: 

High Priority
Group

Key Players

Manageable
Group

Keep Informed

Information
Group

Keep Satisfied

Low Priority
Group

Minimal Effect

Interest

Impact

Low High

Low

High

Low Priority - The majority of stakeholders (by number) are likely to fall within 

the low priority group, and will require no special attention.

High Priority - Conversely, a small number of stakeholders with high interest 

and high impact will be in the high priority group, but should be satisfied with 

standard communication methods.  These are the key players. 

Information - Of particular interest is the high interest but low impact

combination that are possibly the information group.  These stakeholders - need to 

be treated with the maximum amount of pre-prepared publicity material, aimed to 

keep them informed and satisfy their interest.

Manageable - The low interest but high impact combination is the most

potentially dangerous.  This manageable group should be given special 

consideration to satisfy their level of interest.
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2.4 Communications Planning

2.4.1 Communications Planning Overview

Communication Planning 

It is important that each of the stakeholders is identified and assessed to determine

and record what their communications needs are.  For instance, certain managers

have a need for ongoing status information. Determine:

— What information they need to know. 

— How often they need an update.

— The best method of information delivery.

In summary the needs for each stakeholder is determined, by considering the 

following categories of communications:

— Mandatory – essential to support the project processes. 

— Informational – made available for people to read at there own 

initiative.

— Marketing - designed to build buy-in and enthusiasm for the 

project.

2.5 Information Distribution

2.5.1 Information Distribution Overview

Information distribution involves making available the right information, to the 

target audience in a timely manner, in an appropriate format.  It also involves 

responding appropriately to unanticipated requests.

2.6 Performance Report

2.6.1 Performance Report Overview

Performance reporting is an essential element of managing HeBE projects.  The 

projects work must be monitored and controlled to ensure that the objectives as set

out in the project plan are achieved: on time, within budget and to the agreed 

quality standard.  There are a number of ways in which the Project Manager can 

track, monitor and control the progress of the project and subsequently reports to 

the HeBE Board, these include; 

Project progress reports (status reports, director’s report, quarterly 

status report). 

Project progress meetings.

Regular conference calls and videoconferences with remote

stakeholders.

Financial reporting, such as budget vs. actual, to the client. 
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2.7 Administrative Closure

2.7.1 Administrative Closure Overview 

Administrative closure occurs as a consequence of the project nearing completion, 

the end of project phase or the project being terminated and requiring closure.

The project team documents the project results to formalise the completion of

phase and/or project.  It includes accumulating project records, undertaking an 

analysis of the success of the project, cataloguing lessons learnt and archiving all 

information for future use.

It is important to remember that administration closure should not be left until the 

project is complete.  It is an ongoing process that should be competed at the end of 

each phase of the project life cycle so that useful and important information is not 

lost.

The final output of administrative closure is when project closure takes place.

This occurs when the project has met all its deliverables, the final report has been 

prepared and submitted to the HeBE Board and the HeBE Board formally accepts 

the projects’ results.
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3. Procedure

Step 1 Stakeholder Identification

Identify the different stakeholders (both primary and secondary) 

involved in the project. 

Step 2 Stakeholder Assessment

Assess the stakeholders interest in the project. 

Assess the stakeholders authority relating to the project.

Assess the stakeholders impact on the project and their ability to 

affect both the work packages and the deliverables of the project.

Consider the communication needs for each stakeholder:

— Mandatory.

— Informational.

Consider the communication methods.

Step 3 Communication Planning 

Describe the information required in respect to each stakeholder.

Establish the format in which the information should be delivered. 

Establish the frequency of information distribution. 

Establish the method of recording and storing all information.

Step 4 Information Distribution 

Making needed information available to project stakeholders in a 

timely manner.

The sender ensures that the information is clear, unambiguous and 

complete.

The receiver checks that the information is sent in its entirety and 

is correctly understood. 

The sender ensures that the method of distribution has regard to 

distribution methods available e.g.

— Project meeting.

— Hard-copy documentation.

— Fax.

— E-mail.

— Tele-conferencing.

— HeBE intranet.

— HeBE extranet. 

— Shared-access to networked electronic databases.
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The most appropriate method is applied having regard to: 

— The target audience. 

— The content.

— Timeliness.

— Value for money. 

— Accessibility.

— Confidentiality, and 

— Requirements in respect of information provided. 

In responding to unexpected requests the Project Manager ensures 

that the appropriate level of consultation has been undertaken and 

HeBE protocol has been observed. The response should be 

provided in a timely manner through the most appropriate media,

in an effective and efficient manner, with a record kept of 

questions and information provided. 

The HeBE website template for projects/programmes is completed 

and loaded onto the HeBE website by the Project Manager. 

(Training is available for Project Managers). The Project Manager 

regularly reviews and updates the relevant section of the website 

for his programme/project. 

The production of project materials draws on the expertise 

available in HeBE to ensure project publications are in line with 

other HeBE publications. 

Step 5 Performance Report 

Complete and submit quarterly status reports to the HeBE Board. 

Complete and submit a project progress report and incorporate into 

the director’s report. 

Provide updates of progress as required. 

Maintain project website area to ensure currency of information

and quality of content in accordance with HeBE policy. 

Submit when requested, information on the project over the 

previous year for incorporation into the annual report in the format

requested.

Step 6 Administrative Closure 

Prepare a final project report and submit along with any relevant 

documentation to the HeBE Board. 

If the Board requests revisions to the project deliverables — these 

should be completed prior to resubmitting to the HeBE Board. 

Conduct a post project review with the project team and relevant 

stakeholders.

Circulate the lessons learnt to the project team and record 

appropriately.
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4. Tools/Techniques

4.1 HeBE Project Proposal Template 

Complete the information requirements section of the project proposal.

4.2 HeBE Project Directory Template 

The directory template is used for all HeBE projects.  It provides contact details of all 

key stakeholders involved in the project.  It is updated regularly. 

4.3 HeBE Programme/Project Meeting Agenda Template 

Project Meetings

The following points are considered in relation to the convening of any project 

meeting:

Is the meeting essential? /Is it the most appropriate forum?

Is there an agenda for the meeting and does it reflect all the 

requirements of the project?

Is there a timeline for the meeting?

4.4 HeBE Programme/Project Meeting Minutes Template 

The minute’s template records decision and actions from a meeting. 

Meeting Minutes 

In conducting meetings and recording minutes the following principles should apply: 

Note all points that are agreed as an action. 

Give each action a responsible person and a deadline.

Unless vital, do not ‘pad out’ minutes with matters of opinion or 

observation.

Keep minutes factual not personal. 

Distribute minutes to all parties in attendance. 

4.5 HeBE Programme/Project Communications Plan

The communications plan outlines in a clear manner to whom, how, when and in what 

format information is being circulated. The plan should regularly be assessed and 

updated as required. 

4.6 HeBE Programme/Project Website Template 

The website template enables each Project Manager to detail key information on the 

website.
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4.7 HeBE Programme/Project Status Report Template 

This template allows the project status to be considered in relation to scope, schedule, 

milestones, budget, quality and risks. These reports should be prepared by the Project 

Manager and submitted to the Project Chair/Lead CEO each month. Elements of this 

report should be sufficient to feed the other reporting templates as outlined below. 

4.7.1 Directors Report Template

The directors report template is completed on a monthly basis.  It forms the 

basis of the report submitted to the Board each month by the Director of 

HeBE.

4.7.2 HeBE Business Plan Quarterly Status Report Template 

These reports are a statement of the project’s performance against the HeBE

business plan.  They are submitted to the HeBE Board each quarter and 

provide an overall indicator as to the projects progress.

4.8 HeBE Programme/Project Business Plan Template 

The Project Manager completes a business plan for each project every year.  The 

projects performance is measured against the business plan.
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(Developed in consultation with key stakeholders) 

Project Title: [Click and enter title]

Section A Project Outline:

Project Rationale What is the business need for the project- background/context/why should it

be done - evidence supporting need.

Project Goal State the desired end result.

Broad Statement of Scope Identify what work (and only that work) which must be accomplished to

complete the project successfully.

Project Objectives State the objectives of the project in SMART terms.

Description of 

Product/Services

Outline brief description of product or service to be produced.

Anticipated Benefits Describe how things will be different if the project is successfully completed.

Who will benefit, how will they benefit, what is the gain?

Key Success Factors List the factors that will be used to determine the success of the project. ‘How 

do we know the project is successful?’

Quality Definition State the quality criteria against which the project will be measured.

Major Deliverables Specify the key deliverables en route to achieving the project and specify

final outputs/deliverables from the project.

Estimated Timeframe State the timeframes estimated for project completion.

Estimated Budget State the budget estimate required.

Constraints List the constraints that limit the project e.g. time cost, quality.

Assumptions List the assumptions that are made about the project. 

Potential Risks Identity the most serious potential risks.
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Section B Factors to address re: other projects and processes 

Project Dependencies Identify possible project dependencies.

Impact of project on other

processes

Identify the impact of the project on other processes.

Section C Structure/Personnel/Information Requirements

Project Structure/

Personnel

Outline the project organisational structure and detail the skill mix/possible

personnel for the project.

Lead CEO:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Chairperson:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Project Manager:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Project Team:

Skill Mix   Nominees HeBE Nominee

   Confirmation

Information Requirements Describe the system of communication to be used and reporting mechanisms.

Section D HeBE Project Proposal Decision: 

Accepted  Rejected Further work required

Comments

Signed: ________________________

 On behalf of HeBE Board

Date: ______________________

On approval by HeBE Board of Project Proposal, this document now serves as the Charter for the

project.
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Project Title: [Click and enter title]

Project Start & End Date: [Click and enter start and end date]

Rev No: [Click here and type text]

Name Job Title Organisation Address Contact Details

(Tel, Fax, Mob, Email)

Lead CEO/Project Chair: [Click here and type name] [Job title] [Org. Name] [Address] [Contact details]

Project Manager: 

Project Team Members:

Other Project Support Staff:
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HeBE Programme/Project Meeting Agenda 

Date & Time of Meeting : [Click and enter date]

Venue : [Click and enter venue]

Meeting No: [Click and enter meeting number]

Meeting Title: [Click here and enter Title] 

Time Item Lead
Action Type

[Click and enter time] [Click and enter item] [Click here and type name] [Click here and type text]

Additional Instruction/Comments

[Click here and type text]
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Meeting Location:

[Click and enter location]

Meeting Date/Tine:

[Click and enter date]

Attendees:

[Click and enter names]

Apologies:

[Click and enter names]

Meeting No: 

Purpose of Meeting:

[Click here and type text]

Decision of meeting

Discussion/Actions identified by meeting Person Responsible Due date

[Click here and type text] [Click here and type name] [Enter due date]

Next Meeting:

[Click here and type text]
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HeBE Programme/Project Communications Plan

Programme/Project Title: [Click and enter title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start & End Date: [Click and enter start and end date] Programme Director: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Goal: [Click and enter start and end date] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Budget: [Click here and enter budget] Date of Report: [Click here and enter date]

Rev No: Author: [Click here and type name]

No Stakeholder Name /Organisation Message

/Information need 

Communications Method Deadline or

Frequency

Storage Responsibility

[No] [Click here and type name] [Click here and type text] [Click here and type text] [Deadline/Frequency] [Storage] [Responsibility]
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HeBE Programme/Project Website Template

Programme/Project Title: [Click and insert title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start &

End Date:

[Click and insert start & end date] Programme

Director:

[Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Goal: [Click and insert goal] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Budget: [Click and insert budget] Date of Report: [Click here and enter date]

Rev No: Author: [Click here and type name]

Project Title:

Project Overview/

Background/Context:

Project Justification:

Project Vision:

Project Objectives:

Project Structure & Composition: 

Project Start & End Date:

Current Project Status:

Achievements:

(Anticipated or Accomplished)

Associated Project/

Publications/Materials:

Project Outputs:

Project Learning:
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HeBE Programme/Project Status Report 

Programme/Project Title: [Click and insert title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start &

End Date:

[Click and insert start & end date] Programme Director: [Click here and type name]

Period Reported on: [Click and enter period reported] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Phase [Click and enter phase] Date of Report: [Click here and enter date]

Author: [Click here and type name]

Current Project Status – Please tick relevant box
1

Red Amber Green

Progress against plan considering the  following : Scope, Schedule, Milestones, Budget, Quality, Risk 

Next Steps

Signature: Date:

Please use RAG (Red, Amber and Green) system to provide at a glance an indicator of the overall health of the project by ticking

the relevant box underneath each of the Status Columns

Red Status indicates that the project has some potentially ‘fatal’ problem in the area of schedule, cost or quality, which cannot 

be realistically be brought back on track

Green status indicates that: everything is on schedule, to budget, and at the agreed quality levels, and that there are no major

unplanned for risks

Amber Status indicates that the project is falling behind schedule,

or running over budget, or quality is compromised, or is facing a major unplanned risk 
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Directors Report

Programme/Project Title: [Click and insert title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start &

End Date:

[Click and insert start & end date] Programme

Director:

[Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Goal: [Click and insert goal] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Budget: [Click and insert budget] Date of Report: [Click here and enter date]

Author: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Title: [Click here and enter Title] 

[Click here and type text]

Project Title: [Click here and enter Title] 

[Click here and type text]

Project Title: [Click here and enter Title] 

[Click here and type text]

Project Title: [Click here and enter Title] 

[Click here and type text]

Programme/Project Managers signature:

Date:

but there are acceptable and realistic plans in place to bring the project back on track.
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HeBE Business Plan Quarterly Status Report  -  Quarter x 

Project Title: [Click and insert title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start &

End Date:

[Click and insert start & end date] Programme Director: [Click here and type name]

Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Goal: [Click and insert goal]

Project Phase(s): [Click and insert phase] Programme/Project Budget: [Click and insert budget]

Current Project Status: (please tick ( ) relevant box)

Red: Amber: Green:

State Key Programme/Project Deliverables in Qx 

(Extract all deliverables due in Qx of the Business

Plan and insert below)

(Please tick relevant box  ) 

Achieved Not

Achieved

Commentary

If deliverable achieved – was it completed on time, in budget and to agreed quality standard – please

comment.

If deliverable not achieved – please comment. Also state when will it likely to be achieved.

1. [Click here and type text] [Tick] [Tick] [Click here and type text]

2.

3.

4.

Additional Information (Major Achievements/Key Issues) if relevant: 
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HeBE Programme Business Plan

Programme Title: [Click and insert title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme Start & End 

Date:

[Click and insert start & end date] Programme Director: [Click here and type name]

Programme Goal: [Click and insert goal]

Programme Budget for xxxx: [Click and insert budget]

Programme Objective Key Programme Deliverables in xxxx
Key Programme Deliverables Completion Date

(Q1-Q4)

[Click here and type text] [Click here and type text] [Click here and type text]
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HeBE Project Business Plan  

Project Title: [Click and insert title]  Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]  

Project Start & End Date: [Click and insert start & end date]  Project Manager: [Click here and type name]  

Project Goal: [Click and insert goal]  

Project Budget for xxxx: [Click and insert budget] 

Project Objective 

Project Phases in xxxx 

Conception, Definition 

Implementation, Close Out 

Key Project Deliverables in xxxx 
Key Project Deliverables 

Completion Date (Q1 to Q4) 

Conception 

[Click here and type text]  [Click here and type text]  [Click here and type text]  

Definition 

[Click here and type text]  [Click here and type text]  [Click here and type text]  

Implementation

[Click here and type text]  [Click here and type text]  [Click here and type text]  

Close-Out 

[Click here and type text]  

[Click here and type text]  [Click here and type text]  [Click here and type text]  
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1. Overview

1.1 Introduction 

Procurement may be defined as a process of acquiring goods and 

services which includes specifying requirements, selecting, pricing, 

preparing, awarding of a contract and all phases of contract 

management.

It is very important that the health sector procurement function is discharged 

honestly, fairly, and in a manner that secures best value for public money.

In general, a competitive process carried out in an open, objective and transparent

manner can achieve best value for money in health sector procurement. This type 

of procurement is in line with EU Treaty principles and EU Directives on public 

procurement.

The EU Directives impose legal obligations on public bodies in regard to 

advertising and the use of objective tendering procedures for contracts above 

certain value thresholds. Purchases below these thresholds must respect the 

principles of the Treaty only. 

Procurement at sector level of goods and services is a prime example of 

collaborative working within the health sector.

A sector level procurement project may arise from:

A business decision to procure goods or a service on behalf of all 

agencies, or a number of agencies. 

The renewal of an existing national or inter-agency contract, or 

As a consequence of work, which has been done, or is being done, 

by a policy or service group. 
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When the need for a sector level procurement has been identified, and

approved by HeBE, a procurement project team is appointed by HeBE.

This team typically includes, at a minimum:

  – Procurement expertise, 

  – Appropriate technical and/or clinical expertise, and may include: 

  – Representation from a pre-existing project group. 

Where feasible the procurement expertise may be drawn from the same agency as 

the Lead Technical Expert, in order to facilitate communications.

NOTE:  Where procurement is required, as part of a pre-existing

project a procurement project team may not always be established.  In 

these circumstances there will either be representation from

procurement as part of the project team or for low value purchases 

then the project team, can receive guidance from one of the local 

materials management service.
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1.2 Procurement Environment

The diagram below shows the procurement environment, which is made up of a 

number of different layers.   Each layer can play a direct or indirect role when 

procuring goods and services within the health sector.

Corporate Health Agencies

Health Policy Agencies 

Government E.U. Regulations 

Funding Providers

Patient / 

Client

Nursing

Clinical

Paramedical

Finance

General Management

Hotel & Support Services 

Public Health 

Finance

Estates Management

Health Promotion

Personnel

I.T.

Materials Management

Supplier
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1.3 Procurement and the Project Life Cycle 

The procurement process develops as the project proceeds through its life cycle.

Conception Phase – the budget is allocated and requirements are 

identified.

Definition Phase – an evaluation is completed.

Implementation Phase – purchase approval is granted, the contract 

is implemented, and contract management commences.

Close Out Phase – in some cases contract management continues 

and finally contract closure takes place.

This process will be managed by the project team, which will include 

procurement and technical expertise.

All high values and EU Thresholds will have procurement involvement.

This may not be the case for purchases below €25,400. The Project 

Manager should therefore seek procurement advice, and guidance. 

1.4 Programme/Project Procurement Management

Project procurement management includes the processes required to acquire goods 

and services from outside the health sector.

It is important to remember that these processes interact with each other and with 

the processes in the other knowledge areas.
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2. Theory 

2.1 The Process of Procurement Management

The diagram below shows the main steps of the HeBE procurement management

processes which are detailed in the following sections.

Each of the steps of the procurement process is detailed in the following sections.

The flowchart in the procedures section clearly shows how all the main steps 

inter-relate and is correspondingly colour co-ordinated.

Contract Management

Contract Closure

Purchase Approval

Evaluation

Budget

Tender Design

Tendering

A sum of money allocated for a particular purpose 

i.e. to procure goods and services.

A systematic process of determining the merit, value,

and worth of goods and services in a tender using pre-

determined criteria. Evaluation criteria is used to rate

or score proposals and is often include in the tender

documents.

Formal request for prices from one or more suppliers. 

All potential suppliers receive exactly the same details

on which to prepare a quotation.

Producing tender documentation, which includes

instruction to tenderers, specification of requirements,

award criteria, and conditions of contract etc.

Given by the HeBE Board to go ahead with the

purchase of goods and services. 

The process of ensuring the supplier performance meets 

the agreed contractual obligations.

Ensuring that the supplier has performed his obligations 

in accordance with the terms, conditions, and

specifications of the contract and/or purchase orders.
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2.2 General Principles

2.2.1 Communications

All tender processes should incorporate a communications protocol, which must

be adhered to by all participants.  It is included as part of the Invitation to Tender 

(ITT).  In addition to this formal protocol the following should be borne in mind.

There must be absolute confidentiality throughout the entire 

process and even after the contract is awarded. 

There must be only one line of communication on the tender process.

Details of which will be included in the communication protocol.

There is, generally, an identified contact person in each agency in 

respect of the tender process through which all communication

with the procurement project team is channelled.

A tenderer can have access to a range of people, at many levels, 

within the health service.  Contact persons in each agency must

avoid discussing any aspect of the tender with potential suppliers. 

Care must be taken of the language used in communications.

Informal or casual communication, particularly written 

communication, including email, is best avoided once a tender 

process can be envisaged, or is underway. 

Replies to requests for clarification or requests for additional 

information received from one tenderer must be communicated to 

all tenderers in the process.

2.2.2 Documentation 

All documentation relating to a tender must be circulated in a 

timely manner, be available for inspection, be clear and legible 

and retained in accordance with legal requirements.

It must be consistent in all communications including the Official

Journal of the European Union (OJEU) Notices, National 

Advertisements, and the Invitation to Tender (ITT). 
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Tender documents should be structured to facilitate accurate and 

complete responses from the prospective suppliers.  The 

documents should always include the relevant specification of 

requirements, a description of the required response, and any 

required contractual provisions (e.g. a copy of standard conditions 

of contract).

The tender documents should be rigorous enough to ensure 

consistent, comparable responses, but in some cases flexible 

enough to allow the supplier to suggest other ways to satisfy the 

requirements.

A contract report must be prepared and submitted to the HeBE

Board within 20 days of the conclusion of the tender process i.e. 

following notification of tenderers of the outcome of the process. 

2.2.3 Ethical Requirements

All health agency participants in a tender process should sign a 

declaration of interest prior to the commencement of the tender

process.

Any personal interest, which, might be construed, or might

reasonably be, deemed as impinging on a staff member’s

impartiality must be declared. 

The tender process must be conducted in accordance with HeBE 

Guidelines and Policies, and with best professional practice. 

If there is doubt about the probity of any particular situation the 

Project Manager should seek advice from HeBE’s Programme 

Director - Procurement.

2.2.4 Time-scales 

EU procurement directives set out strict time limits, which must be adhered to.

The following points are worth considering.

In the case of a multi-item tender process each element must be 

given equal importance in regard to adherence to procedures and 

times-scales.

Due consideration should be given to each item. Some elements

may be done quicker than others. 
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Any unexpected or undue delays and the reason for these must be 

notified to HeBE’s Programme Director - Procurement, together 

with indications of any additional impediment this may cause. 

Further information on the tendering process including 

documentation and ethical requirements are to be found in the 

Health Service Procurement Policy. 

2.2.5 Approved List of Supplier 

The local materials management services may maintain an 

approved list of suppliers.  The list will have general information

on the experience and other relevant characteristics of the 

prospective suppliers. 

Occasionally the project team in conjunction with procurement

will have to develop its own sources. One-way of doing this is to 

conduct a due diligence exercise (the exercise involves looking in 

detail at the suppliers financials, background, number of 

employees, product and services portfolios, and customers

references etc.). The team may also arrange site visits. 

2.2.6 Non Disclosure Agreement 

Occasionally there maybe a requirement for a prospective supplier(s) to sign a 

Non Disclosure Agreement, before the tender documents are sent out.  This is 

required when confidential information is to be discussed between the two parties. 

The agreement should set out as specifically as possible the scope of information

covered by the agreement. A Procurement Specialist will manage the work 

pertaining to this agreement.

2.3 Roles and Responsibilities 

Within the procurement process there must be clear roles and responsibilities, 

which recognise and are inclusive of the key participants and cohesively allow for 

best procurement practice outcomes.
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2.3.1 The Budget Holder 

Establishes appropriate procedures to ensure accountability and 

cover expenditure approvals within the cost centre. 

Reviews the annual procurement plan. 

Ensures that adequate internal operational controls exist in relation 

to procurement. 

Reviews all proposed purchases that exceed original expenditure

approval.

2.3.2 The Customers

Ensure the purchase is covered by the appropriate expenditure 

approval.

Ensure there is adequate time allowed for the procurement

process.

Plan and define requirements.

Participate as required in the procurement process. 

Participate in cross-functional teams as required. 

Provide appropriate feedback on the performance of the contract. 

2.3.3 The Clinical/Technical Evaluator 

Reviews the annual procurement plan. 

Participates in cross-functional teams as required.

Draws up specifications in line with European Directives and 

other standards, which clearly define the health agency’s 

requirements.

Participates in the identification of potential suppliers. 
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Undertakes clinical/technical evaluation to specification. 

Prepares clinical/technical recommendations.

Partakes in negotiations as required. 

Monitors and reports on contract performance.

2.3.4 Commercial Evaluator (Procurement Specialist) 

Must be satisfied that there is expenditure approval prior to going 

to tender. 

Co-ordinates the procurement process. 

Provides commercial tender analysis. 

Leads the qualification/assessment of suppliers.

Leads negotiations. 

Procures supplies, services and works in line with current

purchasing policies and procedures. 

Ensures that approved purchasing systems and procedures are 

being implemented.

The Commercial Evaluator has a duty to report to the Materials Manager on any 

purchasing matter that gives his/her cause for concern. 

2.3.5 Purchase Approver

In the context of objectives for effective procurement the Purchasing Approver 

must:

Ensure that the health agency has obtained best value for money

and that the purchasing strategy has taken into account both initial 

costs and full life cycle costs for the product or service. 

Ensure that all purchases have taken into account the requirements

of other corporate policies. 
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Ensure that the procurement process has been carried out in 

accordance with the health agency’s procurement policy and 

procedures.

Authenticate that value for money has been secured. 

Sign-off purchase approval.

The Regional Materials Manager is the principal initiator/interpreter of 

the purchasing policy and procedures in the health agency. 
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3. Procedure

HeBE Guidelines and Procedures

Those who deal with procurement on a daily basis are familiar with the 

legislation, regulations, and best practice underpinning the procurement process.

The following guidelines are particularly aimed at those who might, occasionally, 

be asked to assist in areas such as defining the scope of the project; setting 

specifications or award criteria or assisting with the technical assessment.

These guidelines are for the benefit of agencies undertaking procurements on 

behalf of HeBE and apply equally to procurement and non-procurement staff. 

The guidelines are intended to be used in conjunction with existing policies and 

legal requirements in respect of procurement.  They will be expanded to 

incorporate specific policies and procedures, which HeBE is developing. 

Step 1 Budget

The Project Manager must be satisfied that there is expenditure available for

procurement and that the appropriate approval has been obtained. 

Step 2 Tender Design 

2.1 Scope of the Procurement

It is essential that clarity with regard to the scope of the 

procurement and the status of the lead and participating agencies is 

established at the outset and is reflected, consistently in the tender

documentation and advertisements.

A range of standard templates for various tendering options have 

been prepared and are contained in the tools/techniques section. 

This is essential in the context of the overall process, particularly

when advertising under EU procurement directives.

It is essential that all participating agencies are named in the 

Tender Notice and Invitation to Tender (ITT) documentation.  A 

range of approved advertisement wording is available from the 

materials management service. 
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Once an agency commits to the procurement they must not seek tenders

for similar goods and services for the duration of the contract. 

Agencies, which have a pre-existing contract, may be obliged to honour 

their existing agreements. They may not renew such agreements if a 

national or inter-agency contract, to which they have committed, has

been put in place. 

2.2 Specification of Requirement 

Specifications will need to be developed by the project team in consultation with 

participating agencies.  Specifications must be appropriate to the needs of the 

agencies and must take into account other corporate policies.  Specifications must

be developed so as not to favour the products/services of one particular supplier. 

2.3 Standards 

The EU Directives on public procurement oblige the public purchaser to define 

the product it wants to purchase by reference to either: European specifications, 

national standards, and European standards (where they exist), except in certain 

exceptional circumstances.

If no European standard exists, preference must be given to standards having 

currency in the European Union. If the contracting authority cannot make

reference to European standards the reason should be indicated in the Tender 

Notice published. 

2.4 Award Criteria

There are two main criteria from which to choose:

Lowest Price. 

Most economically advantageous tender. 

Examples of most economically advantageous award criteria are: 

Cost of proposal. 

Technical merit. 

Delivery.

Security of supply. 

Reliability.

Previous experience of tenderer. 
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Proven previous performance of the tenderer. 

Satisfactory customer references. 

Quality of management information reports available.

After sales service.

Technical backup and assistance. 

Quality.

Quality of proposal.

Compliance with tender documents.

This is a sample of potential award criteria.  It is not meant to be an 

exhaustive list and actual award criteria for any particular tender 

process, needs to be agreed on a tender-by-tender basis. 

2.5 Tenders 

It is essential that tendering processes, carried out on behalf of 

HeBE, are consistent, open, transparent and in accordance with 

best practice procurement as set out in the Health Service 

Procurement Policy.

The Health Procurement Policy can be found in the 

Programme/Projects Section of the HeBE Website www.hebe.ie

in the - e-Procurement and Materials Management Programme

Section.

It is a basic requirement of public procurement that competitive 

tendering is used.

When determining which tendering procedure to use, the maximum 

possible monetary value of a contract must be taken into account.

Low Value Purchases 

This procedure must be used for purchases with an estimated value less than 

€1,300.

A single commercial quotation may be used. 

Periodic market testing to apply. 
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Agency accountability and control procedures to apply. 

Intermediate Value Purchases 

This procedure must be used for purchases with an estimated value greater than 

€1300 and less than €25,400.

Expenditure approval of Budget Holder required. 

Minimum of three competitive quotations based on specifications 

returned to a prescribed date. 

Formal purchases approval required.

Relevant backing documentation filed in accordance with agency 

policy.

High Value Purchases 

This procedure must be used for purchases with an estimated value greater than 

€25,400.

Formal tendering must be used. 

Expenditure approval of budget holder required. 

Specification is required.

Minimum of two weeks response time for suppliers. 

Sealed bids to a prescribed date. 

Minimum of three competitive bids required. 

Formal purchase approval supported by clinical/technical and 

commercial recommendations.

Relevant backing document held in accordance with agency 

policy.
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EU Directive Procurement 

(Thresholds apply) 

This procedure must be used for purchases with estimated values exceeding EU 

thresholds (Works contracts > €5.9m, Services/Supplies contracts > €237,000 

approx).

Periodic Indicative Notice. 

Expenditure approval required. 

Formal tendering procedures. 

Call for competition (outlining Official Journal of the European 

Union (OJEU) award criteria). 

OJEU Contract Award Notice. 

Relevant backing documentation held in accordance with agency 

policy.

The thresholds are applicable from 1
st
 January 2004 to 31st December 2005.

Thresholds are revised every two years. Complete and up to date thresholds can 

be checked on the EU public procurement website http://simap.eu.int which can 

be accessed via a link on www.etenders.gov.ie.

Any procurement group, undertaking work on behalf of HeBE, must be 

aware that HeBE Guidelines take precedence over whatever local

guidelines members have previously used. The HeBE Guidelines are

covered in the Theory and Procedure Sections.
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2.6 Tendering Options

It is envisaged that the majority of procurements carried out on 

behalf of HeBE will be above the EU procurement threshold, 

which is currently € 237,000.

For procurements below this threshold health sector guidelines 

apply.  These are listed above and can also be found in the Health

Service Procurement Policy at www.hebe.ie.

Within the EU Procurement Directives there are three tender 

options:

Open Procedure where, following the publication of a call to 

tender notice in the Official Journal of the European Union (OJEU) 

any potential supplier may submit a tender.  The minimum time-

scale between the publication of the tender notice and the closing 

date for the receipt of tenders must not be less than 52 days.

Restricted Procedure is a two-stage process where following the 

publication of a call for requests to participate in OJEU, interested

potential suppliers are short-listed for inclusion in a tender process. 

The minimum time-scales for this process is: 37 days from the 

publication of the requests to participate and the closing date for 

receipt of same, and: 40 days between the issuing of tender 

documents and the closing date for the receipt of same.

Negotiated Procedure for use only where there are compelling

reasons to do so. 

Some reduction in time scales in respect of the open and restricted procedure can 

be availed of if a Prior Indicative Notice (PIN) has been published in the OJEU in 

advance of the commencement of the tender process.

For further guidance in respect of this and the use of negotiated,

restricted, and open procedures please contact your materials 

management service or the Procurement Specialist on the project team. 

The Project Manager should check that a PIN exists before proceeding.
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Step 3 Tendering

3.1 Advertising 

Procurements with a total value of €237,000 in excess of EU 

thresholds must be advertised in the OJEU. 

Please note that all advertisements placed via the OJEU will 

automatically appear on the etenders website. 

Procurement with a value below the EU threshold should be 

advertised on the government etenders website - 

www.etenders.gov.ie.  This site has largely replaced the 

requirement to advertise tender opportunities in newspapers and 

other publications. 

The call to tender notice must clearly identify the participating

agencies and the status/role of HeBE/the Lead Agency and 

participating Agencies.

3.2 Invitation to Tender Document (ITT) 

There are number of different terms used for the tendering process. The most 

common are Request for Quotation (RFQ), Request for Proposal (RFP), and 

Invitation to Tender (ITT). 

Request for Quotation:

Generally this term is equivalent to a Request for Proposal (RFP).

They often have exact quantities and precise set of requirements.

Request for Proposal:

A document containing a description of the specifications or 

requirements for goods and services is given to suppliers that may

offer those goods and services.  Typically the best proposal 

usually wins the business.

Invitation to Tender:

This is a package of documents, which invite suppliers to bid for 

the supply of goods and services against a technical specification 

to a defined set of terms and conditions. 

The Invitation to Tender (ITT) document sets out in clear and unambiguous terms

the procedure that participating tenderers are required by HeBE, to undertake in
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order to submit a tender. It must be carefully written, by the project team, and 

subsequently adhered to, by tenderers and by those involved in the evaluation of 

tenders. The ITT will refer to:

Scope of the contract – what you are buying and its overall value. 

Status of the parties – HeBE not individual Agencies. 

Specification of requirements.

Award Criteria.

Administrative issues including: 

— Communication Protocol.

— Closing time/date for the receipt of tenders. 

— Address to which tenders should be returned. 

— Clarification of tenders. 

— Evaluation of tenders. 

Freedom of Information (FOI) requirements.

Insurance and Indemnification.

Tax Clearance Certificates.

Certificate of Bona Fide Tender.

HeBE Standard Terms and Conditions.

Others as appropriate. 

The ITT document should not be confused with the Standard 

Conditions of Contract, which sets out the conditions under which the 

contract will be awarded to the successful tenderer(s).

Step 4 Evaluation

4.1 Opening of Tenders

There are strict procedures to be adhered to regarding the opening 

of tenders.  It is expected that tenders will be returned to the 

materials management service or CEO of the agency carrying out 

the tender process on behalf of HeBE. 

The strict procedure is put in place so that to prevent abuse or

impropriety at this stage.
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All tenders should be opened together as soon as possible after the 

designated latest time and date set for receipt of tenders.

Opening of tenders takes place in the presence of at least two 

officials of the contracting authority.

The tenders should be date stamped and signed by two of the 

officials.

The top tender form and the tender proposal should be initialled by 

the same two officials. 

The tender document should be checked for any changes that have 

clearly been made, including the use of correcting liquid.  The two 

officials should initial any changes.

The procedure should ensure that, in the case of any dispute, there 

is a clear and formal independently vouched report of the tenders 

received.

Tenders cannot be opened until after the closing time/date.

Tenders received after the closing time/date must not be opened and 

should be returned unopened to the tenderer. 

4.2 Evaluation of Tenders 

Tenders must be evaluated by reference to the award criteria 

published in the Invitation to Tender (ITT).  Once award criteria 

has been agreed and signed off no deviation from same is 

permitted.

The award criteria must be applied equally to all tenders.

The evaluation and award process must be demonstrably objective 

and transparent and based solely on the published award criteria. 

The best way to achieve this is by the use of a scoring system

based on all the relevant weighted criteria, indicating a 

comparative assessment of tenders under each criterion. 
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Evaluation must be carried out by competent people and must be 

signed off, at the end of the process, by all those conducting the 

evaluation.

Where price is the sole criterion, the contract will be awarded to 

the lowest priced bid that complies with the specified

requirements.  Price should be evaluated exclusive of VAT. 

Where ‘Most Economically Advantageous Tender’ MEAT is the 

basis, the contract must be awarded to the tender which best meets

the relevant criteria.  In addition to the price it will include other

criteria relevant to the subject of the contract.  See previous 

example of award criteria.  The criteria, with the relevant

weighting, will have been pre-established and made known to the 

tenderers, either in the contract notice or the tender 

documentation.

The evaluation of tenders above the EU thresholds will be similar

in many respects to larger projects.  The Procurement Specialist 

will guide the project team through the evaluation process so that 

it is in line with EU Procurement Directives.

In open or restricted procedures, the most competitive or 

advantageous tenderers are frequently asked to make a 

presentation on their proposals.  These presentations are used as an 

aid to understanding and for purposes of elaboration and 

clarification.

Any discussions with tenderers that could be construed as "post 

tender negotiation" on price, or result in significant changes to 

criteria or tender specifications, are to be avoided.

For such negotiations to take place, outside the exceptional and 

clearly defined circumstances where EU rules permit, could 

contravene the EU procurement directives.

4.3 Negotiation

Competitive tendering is the normal procedure used to purchase good and

services.  In some circumstances however, negotiation can be used. 

In all cases, the decision whether or not to conduct negotiations lies with the 

CEO/Nominee.
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Circumstances for negotiation may include: 

Where competition does not exist (i.e. proprietary purchases). 

Some leverage or the potential for rationalisation exists (e.g. a 

number of contracts may be aggregated, etc). 

Step 5 Purchase Approval

5.1 Contract Award Process

A Contract Award Report (CAR) in respect of proposed award 

must be forwarded to the HeBE Board immediately on completion

of the process. 

Following approval, all tenderers must be notified of the outcome

simultaneously in writing.

In the case of an EU tender process a Contract Award Notice must

be published in the OJEU within 48 days.

Unsuccessful tenderers have a right to be briefed on the outcome

of the tender process and the reasons why they were unsuccessful.

This briefing should only be carried out in conjunction with, or by, 

persons familiar with the requirements of this process. 

If negotiations are entered into, the procedure outlined in the tools/ 

techniques section must be adhered to. 

Copies of policies/guidelines to be adhered to in regard to tax clearance,

insurance etc. can be found in the HeBE Standard Conditions of 

Contract (available on www.hebe.ie).

For further information on best practice procurement please refer to 

the Health Service Procurement Policy which is available from the 

material management service / HeBE website.
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Step 6 Contract Management 

The Procurement Specialist – within the project team or who was involved in 

setting up the contract – will take on the contract management role.

Some of the key areas to be managed are: 

Suppliers Performance.

Communication.

Change Control. 

Supplier Performance 

Involves monitoring that the good and services are delivered on 

time, to the correct delivery address, at correct quality standards

and at the right price. 

For large complex contracts, it involves monitoring which 

deliverables have been completed on time and which have not. 

The deliverables are linked to payment with penalties for late

completion. The deliverables and payment terms are agreed when

negotiating the contract.

Contract management is the process, which ensures that the supplier 

fully meets his obligations under the contract as efficiently and 

effectively as possible. 

An important point to remember is that it is essential to have a good 

working relationship with the supplier, because delays are not 

beneficial to HeBE or the health sector agencies when trying to meet 

business objectives and financial targets.

Communication

It is important to allow problems to be identified and resolved 

quickly and therefore important to build up a relationship of 

mutual trust and awareness of each other’s priorities.

Escalation Procedures must be put in place within both 

organisations for any problem that occurs.  These procedures are 

there to try and prevent problems escalating as well as resolving

them.
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Regular meetings – face to face ideally or by teleconference – are 

important when managing large contracts. 

Quarterly/Six Monthly/Yearly review meeting(s) should be 

conducted depending on the complexity of the contract.  The 

meeting(s) will include the Procurement Specialist, the Supplier,

and members of the project team to discuss progress of the 

contract.

Communication is crucial for good contract management.  In managing 

a relationship, communications can either make or break the 

relationship.

Change Control 

Changes control is another important aspect of contract management.

There are two main types of change control. 

The most common change is to costs.  There can be fluctuating 

prices which occur in fuel contracts or it can be the yearly price 

increase from the supplier, which should have been established 

when the contract was negotiated. 

The other types of changes that will occur over the course of the 

life cycle of the contract can be made to services, procedures, or 

even the contract itself.

When a change is made to areas such as service and procedures, these changes can 

also have an effect on the delivery, performance and also very importantly the 

cost of the contract. Therefore, a change control procedure should be established 

when the contract is negotiated.

When a Change is required

Whilst it is anticipated that the change(s) required and the reason

for the change(s) will be provided by the supplier to the 

Procurement Specialist in some cases it will be visa versa. 

The change(s) should be submitted in writing stipulating the 

change(s) and any a cost implications.
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Change Request Approval 

The Procurement Specialist establishes the impact of the change(s)

and/or cost implications and determines with the Budget Holder(s) 

the most effective course of action. 

There may be cases where the cost implications can be negotiated 

down significantly by the Procurement Specialist.

Step 7 Contract Closure 

There is no required timeframe for contract closure.  It basically depends on the 

type of contract involved.  Closure itself is a review that all the contract 

requirements have been fulfilled.  How detailed the review will be is dependant on 

how complex the contract is. 

One off purchases

The contract is considered closed when the goods have been 

received, inspected, accepted and full payment has been made.

Larger contracts

The process is the same, but with larger contracts it is more

complex due to the progress payments, partial deliveries, and

sometimes change requests.  In these cases there is a need for 

specification verification, which is ensuring that all identified

deliverables have been completed satisfactorily.

It is important throughout the contract that the goods and services that have been 

procured "conform to contract". This means they must be as described in the 

specification, fit for purpose and of satisfactory quality. Satisfactory quality 

means that the goods and services are fit for the purpose that they are intended for 

are free from minor defects and are durable, and safe.

Establishing Contract Closure 

It is generally the responsibilities of the Project Manager and the Procurement

Specialist in establishing that the work under the contract has been completed.  A 

review will take place to make sure that all objectives, change requests, and 

deliverables have been received, inspected, and accepted.
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Final Payment

The Project Manager will receive invoices through the life of the contract.  All 

invoices should only be passed to the finance department for payment when the 

goods and services have been received and quality checked.

In the case of final payment the Project Manager will receive the supplier's

request for final payment.

The Project Manager then needs to:

Verify that the goods and services, payment etc. meets all the 

terms of the contract. 

Obtain approval (if required). 

Pass the invoice to the finance department with a memo advising 

that the contract is now satisfactory complete and that final

payment can be made.

The Procurement Specialist will archive all contract records in accordance with 

agency policy. 
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4. Tools/Techniques

4.1 Prior Indicative Notice / Prior Information Notice (PIN) 

HeBE or any health sector agency(s) with an aggregated

procurement requirement in excess of €750,000 for goods and 

services are encouraged to publish an annual notice called a Prior

Information Notice / Prior Indicative Notice (PIN) in the OJEU.

The PIN is normally submitted by HeBE or the health sector

agency(s) at the start of the budgetary year and sets out the 

categories of products and services likely to be procured during 

the year. 

Insertion of a PIN does not commit HeBE or the health sector 

agency(s) to purchasing or proceeding with a project if 

circumstances change.  It is intended as an aid to transparency and 

is for the benefit of suppliers.

Publication of a PIN permits HeBE or the health sector agency(s)

to reduce the minimum time for tendering, if the PIN with the 

necessary amount of information specified has been dispatched to 

the OJEU at least 52 days before, and within twelve months of, 

dispatching the contact notice.

4.2 OJEU Contract Notice (Advertisement) 

OJEU notices must be drawn up in accordance with the standard forms set out in 

the EU Directives.  HeBE and health sector agencies are strongly advised to 

publish their notices online via www.etenders.gov.ie or http://simap.eu.int.

If forwarding notices manually, the standard forms must be used.  The forms can 

be downloaded, completed electronically, and emailed to the Publications Office.

Advertisements in the OJEU should also be published on the etenders website.

This will be done automatically if etenders is used for online OJEU Publication. 

The Procurement Specialist who will be a member of the project team

will guide the team though the completion of the document.
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4.3 OJEU Contract Award Notice (Advertisement)

It is a requirement that HeBE and the health sector agency(s) publish certain 

information on contracts awarded within 48 days of the award in the OJEU.

Particulars, including the type of contract, the procedure and award criteria used, 

the number of tenders received, the name of the successful tenderer, the value of 

the contract or the range of tender prices, and justification for the negotiation 

procedure, if used, are published.  The necessary information can be submitted on 

line to the OJEU http://simap.eu.int or www.etenders.gov.ie or electronically on 

the standard ‘Contract Award Notice’.

4.4 Tender Documents

A range of standard templates for Invitation to Tender documents are being 

developed and will be published on www.hebe.ie.

4.5 Declaration of Interest 

This document is read to the project team by the Project Manager: 

The document declares that there is total confidentiality regarding

any information obtained as result of the tender analysis.

Members of the project team must declare any interest in any of 

the companies tendering. 

Members of the project team must declare gifts received from any 

of the companies tendering. 

4.6 Communication Protocol

This document sets out the protocol the suppliers are to use whilst partaking in the 

tender process.  The supplier is asked to sign the document to acknowledge that 

he/she and members of his/her company will adhere to this protocol.
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4.7 Freedom of Information Requirements

The preferred wording for the FOI: 

HeBE or health sector agencies undertakes to uphold any information provided to 

it by individuals or others on a confidential basis, subject to HeBE or health sector 

agencies obligations under law, including the Freedom of Information Act, 1997.

If, for any reason it is wished that the information provided should not be 

disclosed because of its sensitive nature, then it is incumbent upon the person or 

body when supplying the information, to make clear this wish, and to specify the 

reason for the information’s sensitivity.  HeBE or health sector agencies will 

consult with any individual or body supplying sensitive information before 

making a decision on any Freedom of Information request received.

4.8 Certificate of Bona Fide Tender 

This document is supplied by HeBE as part of the tender documentation.  The 

supplier shall sign the document certifying that HeBE shall receive a bona fide 

competitive tender, which will not have been adjusted in anyway by agreement

with any other persons or organisation as to give unfair advantage over the other 

tenders.

4.9 Insurance & Indemnification

HeBE or the health sector agency(s) usual specify this information in the tender

documentation. www.hebe.ie.

4.10 Tax Clearance Certification 

Before a contract is awarded, the successful tenderer must be required to produce 

a Tax Clearance Certificate from the Revenues Commissioners. The tenderer can 

obtain details of this document and can also apply on line on www.revenue.ie.

4.11 Score Sheet (Card)

Tenders must be evaluated objectively and transparently against the published 

weighted award criteria.  To best achieve this, a scoring system or marking sheet 

based on the weighted award criteria, indicating a comparative assessment of the 

tender under each of the criteria is developed.

There are many examples of scores sheets.  The sample provided is for illustration 

purposes only.
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4.12 Debriefing Guidelines

The debriefing must be carried out by people with the necessary expertise 

/competencies in this area.  Where possible the debriefing should be lead by the 

Procurement Specialist. 

Debriefing guidelines are being developed and will be published on www.hebe.ie.

4.13  Award Letter

 See sample copy of an award letter. 

4.14 Regret Letter

See sample copy of a regret letter. 

4.15 Standard Conditions of Contract 

It is important that the project team must award the contract using the 

HeBE Terms and Conditions of Contract.

A copy of the HeBE Standard Terms and Conditions of Contract is available on 

www.hebe.ie.

4.16 Negotiation

When conducting negotiations, the following outline procedures should be 

adopted:

Preparing for negotiations 

Form a small negotiating team – including a Procurement

Specialist.

Establish an award criteria e.g. compliance to specification, life 

cycle costs etc. 

Thoroughly analyse the bid documentation.
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Set targets for the negotiation. 

Agree tactics for the negotiation. 

Conduct of the negotiations 

Hold the meeting in the health agency premises.

The health agency’s Commercial Evaluator (Procurement

Specialist) leads the negotiations.

Declare the ground rules for negotiation (i.e. no Dutch auction). 

Record minutes of the meeting and, if possible, agree the minutes 

with the supplier before the meeting is concluded.
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Declaration of Interest Form 

NOTES ON CONFIDENTIALITY AND DECLARATION OF 

INTEREST IN RELATION TO THE PROPOSED PURCHASE OF

_______[Description of Goods and Services]____________

"You are required to maintain total confidentiality with regard to any 

information, financial or otherwise, which you will obtain as a result of the 

tender analysis.  You may not pass on any such information to any other

person or company either directly or indirectly.  Any breach of

confidentiality will be regarded as a serious breach of your terms and

conditions of office. 

If any person here has any financial or other relevant interest in any of the 

companies who have tendered for the contract they should make known 

such an interest at this point.

If any person here has received any emoluments in cash or other benefits 

from any of the companies who have tendered for the contract they should 

make known such receipt at this point". 

The above statements were made to a meeting of 

the…………………………….on ……………………………convened to 

process the tenders received for …………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………
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[ORGANISATION NAME] 

REQUEST FOR TENDER 

The sole point of contact for Tenderer shall be [Organisation Name]; Tenderers

shall not contact any HeBE or Health Sector personnel between the issuance of

this document and its date of award unless previously authorised to do so by the

HeBE Project Manager or their nominee.  In all phases of this procurement, all 

communication among Tenderers and the HeBE and the Health Sector related to 

the tender document must be in writing.  Copies of all questions received will be 

distributed to all participants.  Any necessary meetings or discussions will be 

arranged and/or facilitated by the HeBE Project Manager or their nominee. 

Acknowledgement of these conditions must be received by [NAME], [TITLE],

[ADDRESS FOR TENDER RECIEPT], not later than three (3) working days 

after receipt of this tender document and must be signed by an authorised officer

of the stated company.

Failure of comply with any of the above procedures may disqualify the Tenderer. 

The undersigned hereby acknowledges that he/she and all representatives of 

his/her company will adhere to the above communications protocol.

Signature: -------------------------------------------------------------------------

Name: -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Title: -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The essence of tendering is that the client shall receive bona fide competitive
tenders from all firms tendering.   In recognition of this principle, we certify that 
this is a bona fide tender, intended to be competitive, and that we have not fixed
or adjusted the amount of the tender by or under or in accordance with any
agreement or arrangement with any other person.   We also certify that we have 
not done and we undertake that we will not do at any time before the returnable
time for this tender any of the following acts:-

a) communicating to a person other than the person calling for this tender the 

amount or approximate amount of the proposed tender. 

b) Entering into any arrangement or agreement with any other person that he 

shall refrain from tendering or as to the amount of any tender to be 

submitted.

c) Offering or paying or giving or agreeing to pay or give any sum of money

or valuable consideration directly or indirectly to any person for doing or

having done or causing or have caused to be done in relation to any other 

tender or proposed tender for the said work any act or thing of the sort

described above. 

In this certificate the work “person” includes any persons and any body or 
association, corporate or unincorporated; and “agreement or arrangement”
includes any such transaction, formal or informal, and whether legally binding or
not, and the plural includes the singular. 

Signed   _____________________________________________ 

On Behalf Of ______________________________________________

Date   _______________________________________________ 
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A Completed Sample Score Sheet for Evaluation of 

Tenders- For the Delivery and Management of a Service

Award

Criteria

Quality of

proposal for

providing service

detailed at xxxx

of ITT.

Management &

service structure

proposed

Expertise and

skills of

personnel

assigned to this

project

Timeframe

for delivery

Proposed

Cost of

providing

service

Total

marks

awarded

Total Marks

Available 70 30 30 20 50 200

Company A 60 24 22 12 30 148

Company B 62 30 27 15 42 176

Company C 49 11 12 15 25 112

Company D 55 22 25 14 40 156

Company E 60 25 16 15 40 156
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[Address]

Date

Re: Tender for XXXXXXXXXXXXX

Dear XXXXXX,

We are pleased to advise you XXXXXXX has been successful in the tender competition

for the above contract in relation to XX products outlined in Annex A.  The contract 

award relates to products for which the bid combination selected was determined to be 

the most economically advantageous to [organisation].

The contract award is being offered XXXXX 2004 for a period of XX years.

The award is subject to the terms of the tender competition and on the understanding that: 

Products and service conform to ongoing quality and performance monitoring

checks.

At all times price competitiveness must be maintained and validated. 

On-going management reports to be supplied to [organisation.

Please confirm in writing your acceptance of the above. 

Yours Sincerely,

______________

[NAME]

[TITLE]
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Sample Regret Letter

[Address]

Date

Re: Tender for XXXXXXXXXXXXX

Dear XXXX,

We wish to thank you for the tender you submitted in relation to the above. 

This is to inform you that the bids submitted by XXXXX were judged not to have been 

the most economically advantageous technically acceptable offers, and are therefore not

scheduled for award in the above contract.

Thank you again for your interest and should you have any queries in relation to your

tender you may contact the undersigned.

Yours Sincerely,

______________

[NAME]

[TITLE]
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1. Overview

Project integration management includes the processes required to ensure that the 

various elements of the project are properly coordinated to ensure the project is 

delivered successfully.  The integration management processes are as follows: 

Project plan development.

Project plan execution. 

Integrated change control. 

1.1 Integration Management and the Project Life Cycle 

Project integration management occurs throughout the project life cycle as 

follows:

Conception phase: Project Proposal. 

Definition phase: Project Plan.

Implementation phase: Monitor and control the work of the project. 

Close-Out phase: Post Project Review.
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2. Theory 

2.1 The Process of Integration Management

The diagram below shows the main steps of the integration management

processes, which are detailed in the following sections. 

Integrated Change Control 

Project Plan Execution 

Project Plan Development Integrating and coordinating all

project activities to create a consistent,

coherent plan.

Carrying out the project plan by

performing the activities outlined in it.

Coordinating changes across the entire

project.

2.2 Project Plan Development 

2.2.1 Project Plan Development Overview

The project plan is a comprehensive document that coordinates the project 

proposal and all of the documents produced in the definition phase of the project.

The project plan is essential to the Project Manager as it:

Provides a roadmap for executing the project. 

Documents all assumptions.

The communication requirements of stakeholders

Provides a baseline for progress measurement and project control. 
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2.2.2 Developing the Project Plan

The project plan is developed using the project proposal document as its basis. 

The project plan is prepared by the Project Manager in conjunction with the 

project team members.  It is signed-off by the Lead CEO.

2.2.3 Contents of the project plan 

The project plan contains the following: 

The approved project proposal. 

Work breakdown structure. 

Resource description. 

Cost estimates.

Project schedule. 

Performance baselines in terms of scope, schedule and cost. 

Milestones.

Risk management plan. 

Communications management plan. 

Corrective action measures.

Change control procedure. 

2.3 Project Plan Execution 

2.3.1 Project Plan Execution Overview

Project plan execution is the process of carrying out the project plan and 

completing the tasks identified in the work breakdown structure.

The outputs from implementing the project plan are work results and change 

requests.
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2.4 Integrated Change Control

2.4.1 Integrated Change Control Overview

Integrated change control is concerned with the following:

Influencing the factors that create changes to the project plan.

Determining when changes have occurred. 

Managing changes as they occur. 

Developing robust procedures to ensure that changes are properly 

analysed before approval and to ensure they are implemented

appropriately after they are approved.

Integrated change control involves managing and measuring the impact of 

changes to the following:

Scope.

Schedule.

Budget.

Quality.

Risk.

Staffing and resources.

It is important when analysing the impact of change that the Project Manager 

determines the impact it has on the other project processes e.g. what impact a 

scope change has on the schedule and the budget of the project.

The outputs from integrated change control include:

Project plan updates. 

Corrective action. 

Lessons learnt. 
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2.4.2 Change Control Process 

The change control process defines how changes to the project plan will be 

identified, managed, approved and implemented on HeBE projects.

This process is known as the change control system. The purpose of this system

is to: 

Ensure all change requests are reviewed. 

Identify the impact of the proposed change on the project tasks. 

Evaluate the implications of the changes on scheduling, cost and 

quality.

Identify all alternatives to making the change. 

Evaluate the benefits and disadvantages of the requested changes.

Ensure a suitable approvals process is in place. 

Ensure that all approved changes are communicated correctly and 

to the correct stakeholders. 

Ensure that the changes are implemented properly. 

Update change log.
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3. Procedure

Step 1 Project Plan Development 

Develop a preliminary project plan guided by the approved project 

proposal.

Review the project plan with the project team and have it 

confirmed by the Project Chairperson/Lead CEO.

Step 2 Project Plan Execution 

Formally communicate the commencement of the implementation

phase to project team members and stakeholders.

Work with individual team members to ensure that they 

understand the schedule and their immediate responsibilities. 

Review the project schedule and develop individual work plans.

Work proactively with other projects or organisations that are 

responsible for completing work, that the project is dependent on.

Monitor performance against baseline.

Manage changes to the project plan.

Step 3 Integrated Change Control 

Ensure the change request template is completed with respect to 

any change request. 

Require all requests for changes are managed correctly, through 

the formal channels and logged. 

Periodically review the plan to ensure that no unauthorised change 

has taken place.

Change requests are made to the Project Manager.

The Project Manager analyses the change request to determines:

— The reason for it.

— The impact it will have on cost, scope, time and quality.

— The impact of not implementing the change.
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The Project Manager prepares a formal change request.

The change request is submitted to the Project

Chairperson/Lead CEO.

The change request is accepted / rejected or referred to the 

HeBE Board.

The HeBE Board accepts/rejects the request.

If accepted the project documentation is updated and the change implemented.
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4. Tools/Techniques

4.1 HeBE Project Proposal Template 

The HeBE project proposal template is completed in full and submitted to 

the HeBE Board for approval.

4.2 HeBE Programme/Project Change Log 

All change requests are logged. 

4.3 HeBE Programme/Project Change Request Template 

As part of the change control system the change request template is 

completed by the Project Manager and submitted to the Lead CEO for

approval.

4.4 HeBE Programme/Project Lessons Learnt Log

The lessons learnt are recorded. 
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HeBE Project Proposal
(Developed in consultation with key stakeholders) 

Project Title: [Click and enter title]

Section A Project Outline:

Project Rationale What is the business need for the project- background/context/why should it

be done - evidence supporting need.

Project Goal State the desired end result.

Broad Statement of Scope Identify what work (and only that work), which must be accomplished to 

complete the project successfully.

Project Objectives State the objectives of the project in SMART terms.

Description of 

Product/Services

Outline brief description of product or service to be produced.

Anticipated Benefits Describe how things will be different if the project is successfully completed.

Who will benefit, how will they benefit, what is the gain.

Key Success Factors List the factors that will be used to determine the success of the project. ‘How 

do we know the project is successful?’

Quality Definition State the quality criteria against which the project will be measured.

Major Deliverables Specify the key deliverables en route to achieving the project and specify

final outputs/deliverables from the project.

Estimated Timeframe State the timeframes estimated for project completion.

Estimated Budget State the budget estimate required.

Constraints List the constraints that limit the project e.g. time cost, quality.

Assumptions List the assumptions that are made about the project. 

Potential Risks Identity the most serious potential risks.
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Section B Factors to address re: other projects and processes 

Project Dependencies Identify possible project dependencies.

Impact of project on other

processes

Identify the impact of the project on other processes.

Section C Structure/Personnel/Information Requirements 

Project Structure/

Personnel

Outline the project organisational structure and detail the skill mix/possible

personnel for the project.

Lead CEO:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Chairperson:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Project Manager:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Project Team:

Skill Mix   Nominees HeBE Nominee

   Confirmation

Information Requirements Describe the system of communication to be used and reporting mechanisms.

Section D HeBE Project Proposal Decision: 

Accepted  Rejected Further work required

Comments

Signed: ________________________

 On behalf of HeBE Board

Date: ______________________

On approval by HeBE Board of Project Proposal, this document now serves as the charter for the

project.
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HeBE Programme/Project Change Log 

Programme/Project Title: [Click and enter title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start & End 

Date:

[Click and enter start and end date] Programme Director: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Goal: [Click here and enter goal] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Budget: [Click here and enter budget] Date of Report: [Click here and enter date]

Author: [Click here and type name]

No Description of Change Date Scope Effect Cost Effect Schedule Effect Authorisation

Required

Yes/No

[No] [Description of Change] [Date] [Click here and type text] [Click here and type text] [Click here and type text] [Click here and type text]
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HeBE Programme/Project Change Request 

Programme/Project Title: [Click and insert title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start &

End Date:

[Click and insert start & end date] Programme Director: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Goal: [Click and insert goal] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Budget: [Click and insert budget] Date of Report: [Click here and enter date]

Rev No: [Click here and type text] Author: [Click here and type name]

Proposed Change Request

[Click here and type text]

Reason for Proposed Change

[Click here and type text]

Description of Proposed Change

[Click here and type text]

Implications of not Making the Change

[Click here and type text]

Anticipated Benefits of Change

[Click here and type text]

Impact on Scope 

[Click here and type text]
Impact on Schedule

[Click here and type text]

Impact on Quality

[Click here and type text]
Impact on Cost (Budget, Materials, Staffing)

[Click here and type text]

Impact on Risk

[Click here and type text]

Alternatives- if any and their impact on scope, schedule, quality, cost and risk 

[Click here and type text]

Requesters of Change

Submitted by: 

Project Manager __________________________

Date  _______________________

Project Chair  _________________________

Date __________________

Approved by: 

Lead CEO/HeBE Board________________________

Date____________________________
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HeBE Programme/Projects Lessons Learnt Log

Programme/Project Title: [Click here and enter Title] Lead CEO: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Start & End 

Date:

[Click and enter start and end date] Programme Director: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Goal: [Click here and enter goal] Project Manager: [Click here and type name]

Programme/Project Budget: [Click here and enter budget] Author: [Click here and type name]

Problem Presenting Lesson Learnt Date

[Click and enter task] [Start Date] [Click and enter date]
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Projects Development Manager 
Project Management Unit – CMOD 
Health Services Executive 
Block 4  
Central Business Park 
Clonminch 
Tuallamore 
Co. Offaly  
 
Telephone: 0506 57600 
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